Complementarity of Truth
Essential to any and all truth is the ubiquitous notion of "complementarity." Chaos
scientists notice this phenomenon everywhere. In physics it is a well-known fact
with regard to atomic particles that double as waves. What comes into view are
two paired but apparently contradictory properties. These are "two complementary
features (that) cannot be observed simultaneously, but require two contradictory,
mutually intolerable measurements." Complementarity "consists of the fact that
the two features cannot be applied simultaneously, even though both must be
applied" (Thomas Schirrmacher in his Foreword to my Sovereignty and
Responsibility, 9-16). In Scripture this phenomenon is equally ubiquitous. Among
the most telling illustrations are (1) the complementarity of the "One-ness" and the
"Three-ness" of the God of Scripture, (2) the complementarity of Scripture as fully
the Word of God and at the same time fully the word of man, (3) the
complementarity of the two natures of Christ in one Person, (4) the
complementarity of Divine sovereignty and human responsibility, such as, God
hardening Pharaoh's heart, hand in hand with Pharaoh's culpability, and (5) the
complementarity of the unfailing perseverance of the saints and the "threat" of
their exclusion from the Kingdom in case of sins, such as, fear, unbelief,
homosexuality, murder, fornication, idolatry, etc. (Rev. 21:8). A. W. Pink, "Heart
Work," in Practical Christianity (Chicago: Moody Press, 1994), 99, makes the
following observation which illustrates the phenomenon of complementarity, "It is
true that all our labors amount to nothing unless the Lord blesses them (Ps. 127:1),
as it also is that apart from Him we can do nothing (John 15:5). Nevertheless, God
places no premium on sloth, and has promised that 'the soul of the diligent shall be
made fat' (Prov. 13:4). A farmer may be fully persuaded of his own helplessness
to make his fields productive, he may realize that their fertility is dependent upon
the sovereign will of God, and he also may be a firm believer in the efficacy of
prayer; but unless he discharges his own duty his barns will be empty. So it is
spiritually." He underscores the complementary nature of truth in "God's Best in
the Christian's Life," in Practical Christianity, 216-217, "It is so easy for us to
mar the fair proportions of Truth and to destroy its perfect symmetry. In our zeal
there is ever the tendency to take one aspect of Truth and press it so far as to
cancel out another ... Since all God's actings upon His people proceed from His
uncaused, amazing, and superabounding grace, how can it be maintained that He
regulates His dealings with them according to their conduct? Easily, for there is
nothing incompatible between the two things: they are complementary and not
contradictory. As all the perfections of God are not to be swallowed up in His
sovereignty, neither are they all to be merged into his grace. God is holy as well as
benignant, and his favors are never bestowed in disregard of his holiness."

The list of complementary truths is (potentially) endless, such as promise and
law, truth and unity, holiness and love, freedom and order, contingency and
necessity, justification not by works, neither without works, etc. What on the
surface cannot be true or occur simultaneously, still is true and does take place at
the same time. Biblical statements, such as "faithful are the wounds of a friend"
(Prov. 27:6), and "Whom the Lord loves, he chastens" (Prov. 3:12; Heb. 12:6) fall
at first sight in a similar category. Historically, theologians have used the term
"concurrence" (concursus) to pinpoint this phenomenon. What seems to be a
contradictory duo to the human intellect is nevertheless acknowledged as a
complementary duet in the (regenerate) heart. It is interesting to note that through
God's "common grace" at times even non-Christians, such as, many practitioners
of Chaos science, recognize, if not champion, the concept of complementary truth,
such as found in the type of statements mentioned above. For instance, they
recognize that "order" and "freedom," "necessity" and "contingency" are cofunctional data of life that do not swallow each other up, however enigmatic this
may be, and are of the conviction that mankind simply must learn to operate
within parameters that the intellect cannot grasp or explain (See my Sovereignty
and Responsibility, 140).
A telling example of practical complementarity is found in Daniel's three
friends as they face Nebuchadnezzar's blazing furnace. They state with
unshakable confidence that their God will rescue them. (Soldiers in God's army
may, should, and must display the very same confidence in the thick of spiritual
warfare.) At the same time they do not succumb to the least bit of presumption.
After all, their 100% "theological" confidence is complemented by their equally
100% "theological" surrender. (Again this is, and should be, the hallmark of every
Christian soldier as well.) "Your majesty, we will obey our God. And he will
rescue us. Not the slightest doubt about it whatsoever. At the same time, if he does
not, nothing lost! But be informed that we will not waver in our obedience (See
Dan. 3:16-18)." It seems that both convictions cannot be held simultaneously. By
the same token they are held simultaneously. Are we confident about our rescue?
Absolutely! Face to face with a blazing furnace, they did no break a sweat. But
what, if there is no rescue? No sweat in that scenario either! A second such
example is found in the husband-wife relationship. In the footsteps of Christ the
husband is commanded to sacrifice himself for his wife (Eph. 5:25). In the
footsteps of the Church the woman is commanded to submit herself to her husband
(Eph. 5:22-24). Sacrifice seems to cancel out the need for submission, and vice
versa, submission seems to negate sacrifice. The presence of both at the same time
results in "the harmonious 'non-fight' of faith." Such examples can be multiplied
many times. In fact, they prove to cover the waterfront of life.
When theologians, whatever their specific discipline, or educators, whether
preachers, teachers or otherwise, are satisfied to make the mind the grand target,
and not to proceed beyond it, they run into trouble. When a truth terminates in the
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mind, it eventually spells warfare because the mind, as has been mentioned
already, has "single occupancy." It can accommodate one feature of two
complementary truths at a time, all right, but not both simultaneously. Put the one
in the mind, and the other is automatically expelled. This is warfare! In theoretical
physics the Einstein-Heisenberg controversy speaks volumes. In the macrocosm of
the universe where the principle of order rules supreme (General Theory of
Relativity), there is evidently no place for an uncertainty principle (Quantum
Physics), not even in the microcosm. This came to expression in Einstein's now
famous dictum, "God did not throw dice with his universe!" Eventually this led to
Hawking's quip, "He certainly did throw dice, but immediately forgot where he
threw them." This, in turn, prompted the latter to look for a Grand Theory of
Everything, a Quantum Theory of Relativity, in which both the order and the
disorder pole are synthesized. In this synthesis, according to Hawking, man
supposedly would capture the mind of God. This, of course, is correct. Only God's
mind can encompass both poles simultaneously. But for that very reason man can
never arrive at a synthesis. After all, it is impossible for the finite mind of man to
reach the level of divine infinity. Therefore, Hawking's coveted synthesis will by
definition remain elusive, in spite of any and all efforts (See my Sovereignty and
Responsibility, 124-141, for further details),In theology the "warfare" is equally, if
not more so, in evidence. Church History seems ever preoccupied with debates
about (alleged) tension in doctrines such as the Trinity, Scripture, Sovereignty, etc.
All of it is the result of assigning (operational) ultimacy to the mind. The full truth,
whether of "creation" or "redemption," simply does not fit into the brain.
However, it fits snugly in the heart, since this has "double occupancy." After all,
in the heart eternity and time intersect (Eccl. 3:11). Therefore, no theologian or
educator may rest, until truth lodges in the core of man's being, in his or her heart
as the human mission control center. This implies that it is totally and radically
insufficient to insist that Bible readers should "simply" embrace, if not "swallow,"
the tension. In fact, the Christian scholar should be sharply critical of this
recommendation. I argue (below) that the so-called tension does not exist. It
emerges only when the mind functions as ultimate referee. When it stays within its
God-given creaturely bounds the tension disappears as snow before the sun. It
further implies that "complementarity" can, and is, embraced by the regenerate
heart only. Unbelievers in their commitment and bondage (!) to the ultimacy of the
mind will "spit it out" by definition. They will regard the view that there is no
tension in (the truth of) God as personally naïve and intellectually foolish.
Truthfully, I believe that the shoe fits on the other foot. It is preposterous, if not
offensive to claim or to make room for the claim that there is tension both in God
(Trinity) and in his dealings with man (Sovereignty and Responsibility). It is
human hubris even to comtemplate it. In the Judgment, this as well as all similar
claims will be once and for all laughed out of the ballpark! Since this is a
certainty, we might as well leave the ballpark voluntarily before being forced out,
and "invite" others to join this exodus from self-inflicted enslavement to sinful
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hubris! As if the finite ever can encompass infinity. Preposterous!
At times practitioners of Chaos science have come to terms with the
complementarity of natural truth simply by surrendering to its reality (See my
Sovereignty and Responsibility, 122-124, 140-141; for such "surrender" in the
field of psychiatry, compare Elio Frattaroli, 151ff). However, in the footsteps of
Hawking too many thinkers, in facing the phenomenon of complementarity, seek
to solve its perennial enigma to the intellect by means of the intellect. But, because
of the finiteness of the intellect, this is impossible! The finite mind cannot take in
both metaphysical realities simultaneously. In a recent publication in theoretical
physics, Brian Greene, The Elegant Universe (New York: Vintage books, 1999),
130-131, 133-136, argues that the "two powerful but conflicting explanatory
frameworks" of the general theory of relativity and quantum physics can be
harmonized by means of superstring theory in "a cosmic symphony." While
heartily agreeing with the notion of a created cosmic symphony I have sought to
demonstrate in my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 122-146, that such synthesis is
not in the jurisdiction of the finite mind of man. It is certainly noteworthy that
Greene, 373-374, 380-382, 384-387, admits that there "may be a limit to
(theoretical) comprehensibility," and that even in superstring theory the "search is
not over." Physicists, be it "with solid faith that laws of the large and the small
should fit together into a coherent whole," are still "relentlessly hunting down the
elusive unified theory," and are still "reaching for the stars ... in asserting the
world's coherence." In a word, he admits that the enigma of complementarity is
not solved. However, he fails to recognize in an all too human "shortsightedness"
that it is unsolvable due to the creaturely finitude of the intellect of man. In short,
he bumps into the "frustrating" implications of this finitude which he can never
transcend. But since "hope (supposedly) springs eternal," he refuses to concede
defeat and give up his search. Regrettably, he is far from unique in this refusal.
Lee Smolin, "Atoms of Space and Time," in Scientific American (January
2004: Vol. 290, Nr.1), 66-75, aims to establish a quantum gravity theory as well.
However, he wishes to move beyond string theory as inadequate, and proposes a
"loop quantum gravity theory" which in his estimation is "the best developed
alternative" (68), and is "arguably the quantum theory of relativity" (75). This
theory predicts that space-time is not smooth and continuous, but discrete,
atomistic and discontinuous (70-71). Smolin concedes, however, that his theory
has not been tested and that string theory which holds space-time to be continuous
may well win out at the end. All this is to underscore that rebel mankind, because
it is committed to the ultimacy of the human mind, is condemned to a life sentence
of (a Sisyphus type of) "hard labor" in seeking to penetrate the impenetrable and
solve the unsolvable (For a further discussion of this complex phenomenon, see
my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 87-121).
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In the area of theology there is an additional wrinkle. Rebel man will not
receive God's truth (except possibly on occasion and in a surface manner by a
paradoxical sacrifice of the intellect that is precipitated by indifference). The
reason is simple. God's truth will not, and cannot, consciously and fully be
embraced unless a heart transplant has occurred. Only the regenerate heart can
surrender to the truth of God's Word without any ifs, ands or buts, provide it a
lodging place, rejoice in it, and break forth in worship regarding it (Rom. 11:33).
Regrettably, Reformed thinkers, theologians as well as apologists, have routinely
failed to bring this out forcefully. In their treatment of complementarity they
stipulate by and large from the very outset, as I already indicated, that the tension
between the two poles of complementary truth is real. In fact, some insist that all
biblical truth is bi-polar and tension-laden. This is in principle to give the store
away. Let me explain.
If the Bible could be personified, it would respond as follows. "To accuse me
of being tension-laden is to imply that I am either naïve in speaking out of two
sides of my mouth seemingly without recognizing it, or I am manipulative in
seeking to pull the wool over the eyes of my readers by not openly acknowledging
it. Frankly, your accusation is deeply offensive to me. There is no tension in any
truth that I present, none whatsoever. Let me explain it in crystal clear
terminology. My aim never was, never is, and never will be to deposit the infinite
and symphonic truth of my Divine Author in your finite brain where it does not fit,
but to lodge it in your heart where it resides harmoniously, peacefully and tensionfree. The moment you endeavor to make the mind the final resting place for my
truth by assigning it operational ultimacy, as the unbeliever invariably does, or
seek to encompass my truth with your mind by assigning it (hopefully only
temporarily) methodological primacy, as many believers do, you go off the deep
end, and automatically produce a tension-laden world of make-belief that has no
correspondence with God's reality. In a word, whether you are conscious of this or
not, your "lust of the intellect" creates the tension, proceeds to turn the tables, and
ends up accusing me of being tension-filled. This is deeply offensive, and warrants
a call to repentance."
"But there is more. If you laugh this off, and continue on your chosen path,
you will pay a heavy price. Your theology will always seem self-contradictory,
and your apologetics will always appear self-defeating. As a result you yourself
will always be on the defensive to the detriment of the Kingdom, which will be
negatively affected by it. But there is something infinitely more serious! In
accusing me of being tension-laden, you are an offense to my Author. After all, if
even one of my teachings, such as the doctrine of the Trinity, is tension-laden, my
Author himself is tension-laden. This is more than offensive. It is intolerable, and
therefore more than legitimizes my summons to repentance."
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This argument can be repeated in the case of Divine sovereignty and human
responsibility, and more concretely, in the case of Divine plan and human prayer,
of Divine election and evangelism, etc. Listen specifically to the passionate plea of
Ichabod Spencer, A Pastor's Sketches (Vestavia Hills, AL: Solid Ground Christian
Books, 2001), 230ff, esp. 247-248, to the effect that "foreordination and free
agency ... need no reconciling. They are not at war with each other. If you will get
them quarreling, I will soon put them at peace. Things need reconciling only when
they conflict. Here are but two propositions. First, God foreordains whatsoever
comes to pass. Second, Man is a free agent. One of these propositions does not
contradict the other. If it did, one would be false, and we would abandon the
falsehood. But there is no conflict or inconsistency between them. I defy you to
show any. I know, indeed, men have often said it, and sung it,
--`God can't decree
And man be free;'-But they have never proved it, and never will ... In our Church standards we have
one chapter on 'God's eternal decree,' another 'on free will.' One affirms, 'God,
from all eternity, did unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass.' The other
affirms, 'God has endued the will of man with that natural liberty, that it is neither
forced, nor by any absolute necessity of nature, determined to good or evil.' God
foreordained that man should be a free agent,—and he is one. The eternal decree
has secured his free agency. God has predestinated the freedom of the human will.
Hence, man is free when he sins, and free when he repents of sin; he is free when
he hates God, and free when he loves him; he is free when he neglects the great
salvation, and free when he loves God with all his heart. His bondage in sin is a
willing bondage. And yet it is true that he cannot save himself, but infinitely needs
the direct power of the Holy Spirit, to renew his obstinate will, and 'persuade and
enable him to embrace Jesus Christ' for salvation. Aside from this Holy Spirit
there is not an item of hope for him, as there is not an item of ability in him. 'He
has wholly lost all ability of will to any spiritual good accompanying salvation.'
But, he is free. If he sins, he sins freely – he chooses to sin."
Still, again and again the complaint is voiced that the two poles in each of the
instances mentioned above are in unbearable tension and simply cannot be
harmonized. If God elects, why evangelize, and if God controls everything that
comes to pass, why pray? In the case of prayer, one commentator speaks about it
as a mysterious thing and compares it to the mystery of a genetic code. Why
would God be influenced by prayer, such as in Abraham's petition for Lot,
Elisha's prayer for Gehazi, David's prayer for Hushai, Daniel's prayer for the
Jewish exiles, or Nehemiah's prayer for the rebuilding of Jerusalem? All these
prayers are rewarded with an instantaneous response (Phillips, 131)! He
recognizes the reality of prayer as totally meaningful, which, indeed, it is. But he
also calls this a mystery in the context of God's plan.
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To be sure, I have no zeal to deny mystery. But should we confine ourselves
to the mere affirmation of its reality? Or must we go beyond it? Some theologians
do just this, and point out that we both evangelize and pray simply because God
commands it. Of course, it is correct to emphasize this. But such statement must
not only sound rather lame to those who cannot tolerate the reality of both
sovereignty and prayer at the same time. It also is too much "on the defensive." In
fact, it betrays a spirit that is too timid, contains an argument that comes
dangerously close to a sacrifice of the intellect, and last but not least does not
really address the issue at stake, let alone get to the core of the issue. No, a
Biblical treatment of all this does, and must, go well beyond the mere affirmation
of mystery. It must do so in a threefold way.
The first order of business is to define mystery! To be sure, Scripture
frequently defines it in terms of a truth that at one time was, or still is, hidden from
view only to be revealed at a later time (Mt. 13:11; Rom. 11:25; Eph. 3:3-6; Rev.
17:5). There is nothing "mysterious" about such disclosed truth. However, the
word mystery is also used in a second sense, namely as a state of affairs that the
finite mind does not seem to (be able to) grasp, whether it is disclosed or not (See
Funk and Wagnall's Standard Desk Dictionary (n.p: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1984), Vol. 1, 431, where the term is defined either as a truth that can be known
only through divine revelation, or as something that is not, and cannot be known,
understood, or explained). In this regard it must be made crystal clear that the
Christian and the non-Christian view of mystery are poles apart. The Christian
view is not that there is an irreconcilable polar tension between two co-essential
complementary truths, such as the One-ness and the Three-ness in God or Divine
sovereignty and human responsibility. This is the non-Christian, if not antiChristian, view. No, the Christian view is that mystery in the second sense of the
word is something that transcends the limits of the intellect, and therefore can
never be fully encompassed by the intellect.
Then, after this is fully understood, it must be pointed out that any supposed
tension in God's complementary truth, whether consciously or not, is created by
humans, as soon as they make their mind ultimate either in substantive rebellion of
the heart or in methodological "short-sightedness."
Finally, it must be emphasized that this calls for either renunciation of
rebellion in repentance, or the (possibly embarrassing?) remedy of a 20-20 heart's
vision of Biblical truth as fully tension-free.
The long and short of such treatment in addressing any supposedly tensionladen truth is twofold.
First, Christians must come to grips with complementarity, which is in
evidence everywhere, in their regenerate hearts, rather than to make it fit into their
mind. If they fail to do so, they could well be hobbled by the admission of tension,
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or crippled by the experience of tension, in both ministry and life. They could even
suffer shipwreck, whether overwhelmed by tension or, ironically, by the denial of
substantive, saving, Biblical truth. The doctrine of the Trinity has at one time or
another suffered all of the above maladies. It is my intention throughout this
Commentary not only to point out when and where complementarity emerges in
the biblical text, but also to put up constant reminders that all of God's
complementary truth must be truncated and twisted by definition when it remains
an object of the mind, while it will be joyfully experienced and fruitfully practiced
in grateful worship, when it lodges in the (regenerate) heart! Once again, the
reason is simple. As an object of the mind the one component of complementary
truth will invariably be embraced, esteemed, or emphasized at the neglect, expense
or disdain of the other. That this is always dangerous and potentially deadly is an
open and shut case!
Second, as I have already argued, Christians must recognize that it is an
exercise in basically God-dishonoring futility to seek to "lower" the infinite,
complementary, truth of God into the finite mind of man, which in case of the
unbeliever is aggravated by the fact that it is blind as well (2 Cor. 4:4). After all, it
is tantamount to pouring an ocean in a bucket with a lid tightly fastened on it. This
bears frequent repetition until it fully sinks in. Christian apologists simply do not
have a tool to expand the finite mind, and therefore will never succeed in such
endeavor. Their efforts, well-meaning or not, will invariably shipwreck. No, they
should invariably target the heart, and aim for a heart transplant in regeneration in
order for the truth to reside in it. While Christian apologists have no tool to expand
the mind, they certainly do have an instrument to break the heart, namely the
Gospel. Since only the Gospel can produce a heart transplant (Jam. 1:17),
Christian apologetics should by definition be evangelistic. Pre-evangelistic or nonevangelistic apologetics are sub-biblical, if not counter-biblical in nature, and will
be found wanting by definition.
Spencer, Sketches, 255, comes to this, somewhat quaintly worded,
conclusion as well, "There will always be a fog over every item of God's truth
when it is not studied for the heart; and there will be counteraction from the heart
itself to make void even all its enlightening virtue. And besides all this, there are
things not a few, among the doctrines of God, to which we shall labor in vain to
make a sinner reconciled, until he is reconciled to God himself. If he is led truly to
realize the necessities of his own nature, he will lose half his objections and sink
half of his difficulties. If he becomes reconciled to God in Christ Jesus, the other
half will not trouble him much longer." What Spencer is saying here is this. Once
a totally and radically depraved sinner recognizes the utter necessity of sovereign
grace, he will drop his objection to a sovereign God. Further, once he turns into a
saint, he is awed by a God who in his sovereignty posits him as a free and fully
responsible agent, and will worship him for it! The twofold tension-free truth of
God's sovereignty and man's responsibility, which did not fit into his brain, now
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lodges peacefully in his regenerate heart for an obvious reason. Finally, he is
"entirely willing that God should be God," totally able "to let God be God," and
fully "satisfied with God" as God (Spencer, Sketches, 244, 246).
It is hardly surprising that proponents of pre-evangelistic and nonevangelistic apologetics frequently bemoan the fact that they have virtually never
seen their methodology bear fruit. Both pre-evangelistic and non-evangelistic
apologetics are the cross-breeding results of biblical truth and apostate method. As
such, they possess "mule-like" characteristics and are incapable of reproduction. If
reproduction occurs anyway, and, praise God, it does (!), it is by virtue of the
(willy-nilly?) presence of biblical truth to one degree or another and in spite of
apostate substance or method (See also C. H. Spurgeon, The Soul Winner, 23, or in
a different edition (Glasgow: Christian Focus Publications, 1998), 12, "I venture to
assert that God does not bless falsehood; He may bless the truth that is mixed up
with error; but much more of blessing would have come if the preaching had been
more in accordance with his own Word"). Thankfully in God's economy his truth
is invincible and routinely conquers both types of apologetics, but in the process
does, and should, put their practitioners to shame. Incidentally, that God in this
way uses crooked sticks to deliver straight blows should not come as a shocker. If
God were to wait for any stick to be totally straight, no blows would ever be
struck. So there is every reason for everyone to be totally humble in every regard.
Everyone's substance and method is, and remains, stained to a greater or lesser
degree. Of course, this does not imply that we should not prayerfully seek to clean
up our act as much as we can by God's purifying grace.
By way of final and repeated reminder, the recognition that divine truth does
not, and cannot, reside in the human intellect is decidedly not a sacrifice of this
intellect, but an acknowledgment of its limitations. This turns the tables on its
opponents. The refusal to believe clearly revealed divine truth, because the human
mind cannot contain it, now becomes a matter of hubris, and the insistence that we
simply must embrace the tension, because it sticks in the craw of the mind, at best
a matter of humble hubris. Apart from the fact that this humble hubris is selfcontradictory, either "solution" overlooks or ignores that divine truth fits in the
regenerate human heart and becomes an occasion for the joyful worship of God.
Both solutions therefore operate either exclusively or (still) too much on the level
of the human intellect.
Earlier in this Topical Focus I used the term "common grace." While in my
Sovereignty and Responsibility, 171-172, I briefly sketched my take on the subject,
and in a future volume on Biblical Apologetics, presently in preparation, I aim to
deal with this concept at greater length, a few words in this context are in place to
illustrate specifically the far-reaching benefits that accrue from the notion of the
complementarity of truth. In fact, practitioners of Christian apologetics in general
would do well to adopt this notion as at least one cornerstone for their apologetic
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endeavors. From my perspective it would have a transforming influence upon the
discipline, if not produce a Copernican revolution, that would discard a preevangelistic as well as non-evangelistic methodology, and replace it once and for
all with an evangelistic apologetics. At any rate, this notion also does, and should,
give clarity to some of the most basic questions that are frequently asked regarding
"common grace." Does it exist, or does it not, and if it does, what is it, or is it not,
and what relationship does it sustain to "special grace?" The latter question is
urgent because in his common grace God supposedly extends his benevolent love
to all of mankind, while in special grace his electing love covers only a segment of
mankind. Where is the rhyme and reason in all this? The answer to this cluster of
questions is not simply of academic concern. It is well known that the issues that
came to expression in these questions have produced lots of commotion, confusion
and division, which have greatly affected the Church as well as the way it does
ministry. It would be an immense blessing to the Kingdom, if it could be settled
biblically by common consent for the sake of both the unity and the ministry of the
Church!
There are five types of present-day Calvinism that tackle the issues at hand
and the questions they generate: (1) Neo-Calvinism, (2) Extreme hyper-Calvinism,
(3) Moderate hyper-Calvinism, (4) Traditional Calvinism, and (5) Original
Calvinism. None of these designations are either pejorative or congratulatory in
intent. They (aim to) reflect factual situations. (1) Neo-Calvinism clearly heads in
a different direction from Calvin. (2) Extreme hyper-Calvinism draws conclusions
that go well beyond Calvin. (3) Moderate hyper-Calvinism stops short of the
latter's extreme position, but still moves beyond Calvin. (4) Traditional Calvinism
follows the letter, but not always the spirit, the framework, and the objective, of
Calvin. (5) Original Calvinism aims to come closest in digesting and reflecting the
multitude of data found in both the Institutes and the Commentaries of John
Calvin. As I already implied, these types have often caused sharp, theological, and
at times even ecclesiastical, divisions, and carry practical implications that,
depending upon one's view, have been described as problematic, denounced as
disconcerting, and even condemned as destructive. This is one area in which
feelings often run high. In view of the issues involved, this is not always, or
necessarily, a negative. Still, they rather routinely leave sharpened divisions in
their wake.
The present survey wishes to show both the theological significance and the
wholesome, if not healing, influence of the notion of the complementarity of truth,
which lies at the heart of Calvin's views. Hopefully this concept can function as a
rallying point, bridge some of the existing rifts, at least remove any obstacles that
could jeopardize Revival Status, and lay the foundation for moving toward it, to
maintain it, or to recover it!
(1) Neo-"Calvinism" is of the opinion that God's undeniable benign
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goodness toward and awesome benevolent love for mankind that are in evidence
everywhere, negatively in the restraint of sin, and positively in creational
endowments, creature comforts, character traits, aesthetic beauty, qualities, talents,
skills, achievements, insights, etc., but specifically in the preaching of the Gospel
to all mankind, are so overflowing and all-encompassing that they hardly comport
with God's electing love that appears to be (too) narrow in its focus by comparison
and limits its objects to a certain (relatively small) number only. This has a
twofold practical outflow. First, it calls for an exuberance about the smorgasbord
of bountiful goodness of all sorts found on the table of the world. This easily leads
to an undiscerning and inordinate appetite for this bounty that sets an ever
accelerating secularization process in motion. This would be far removed from
Calvin's insistence that Christians are resident-aliens who will never allow
"common grace" to trump the antithesis that is in effect ever since Genesis 3!
Second, it wonders about the anomaly to extol the awesome expanse of the
universal love of God, but then to add that it is ultimately only his selective love
that counts. This is with dubious tightfistedness to take away with the second
hand, what with royal magnificence was given by the first. With this as point of
departure it is only a small step to insist that God's universal love, rooted in his
desire that everyone be saved, (1) is always redemptive in nature and intent, as it
offers grace to all, (2) suggests that Christ literally died for all, which is universal
atonement, and (3) is to be construed as universal selection that ravingly targets all
of mankind. In the words of Richard J. Mouw, He Shines in All That's Fair:
Culture and Common Grace (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 100, "For all I
know .... much of what we now think of as common grace may in the end time be
revealed as saving (universal?) grace." So also Lewis B. Smedes, My God and I: A
Spiritual Memoir (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 118, "God's grace can never
be common, second rate. It is always special .... I now believe that the whole idea
of inferior grace for reprobates was something dreamed up to make the doctrine of
reprobation a mite less horrible than it is. If we stop insulting God by ascribing
such a dark doctrine to him, we have no need of any common grace. We will have
only the one marvelous grace of God for all humankind. What all this comes down
to is this: The most glorious thing about God that he made us not so that we could
give him glory, but that he could give us love. And that great love leads him to be
gracious to all." The sentiment behind these two quotations is not too difficult to
grasp. A love that is non-redemptive in nature, an atonement that is limited in
design, and an election that is exclusivistic, especially if it is wedded to a decree of
reprobation, supposedly robs the gracious Gospel offer of its meaning, threatens
the earnestness of a gracious Gospel proclamation, and turns a gracious Gospel
invitation into a formality (See also David J. Engelsma, Hyper-Calvinism & The
Call of the Gospel (Grand Rapids: Reformed Free Publishing Association, 1994),
45, 95-96, and his comments some of all this). Of course, this type of approach
comes down to a not so subtle, rejection of what constitutes Calvinism, namely,
T.U.L.I.P., Total Depravity, Unconditional Election, Limited Atonement,
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Irresistible Grace, and Perseverance of the Saints. At any rate, the bottom line is
that it seems only logical for neo-Calvinism (a) somehow to have "special grace"
swallowed up by "common grace," and ultimately (b) to have Historical Calvinism
bite the dust in favor of some form of Arminianism. "Some form of
Arminianism," because it seeks to stop short of endorsing the notion of free will,
even where it may tend to embrace universal atonement. Incidentally, universal
love and universal atonement leave us with an open question! Why does universal
love not produce universal salvation? This is left an open question, since it is
categorized as "a mystery," "something unexplainable," "a paradox," in fact, just
as much of a "paradox" as facing a God who desires the salvation of all men, but
does not actually save them (See for this terminology, Mouw, 13-14; Engelsma,
Hyper-Calvinism, 51-52, 62-63, 69).
(2) Extreme Hyper-Calvinism wants none of this. In fact, in its efforts to
safeguard sovereign grace and to fend off the scourge of Arminianism it ends up
on the other side of the spectrum altogether. (a) It denies that the Gospel should be
preached to all people across the board and without distinction. (b) It contests that
God calls everyone, who happens to hear the preaching of God's Word, to
repentance and faith. (c) In fact, it even rejects the notion that the non-elect have
the duty to repent and believe. The Gospel is restricted to the elect, and the call to
repentance and faith goes out to them only. Colloquially speaking, this view is
apparently convinced that if the double decree of election and reprobation means
anything, which makes heaven and hell "a sure thing," in terms of both
predetermined destination and number of occupants, it is only logical that God
does not "waste his time" by going after the non-elect. Neither apparently should
the preacher of the Gospel. God "ignores" the non-elect. So apparently should the
preacher. This is clearly an extreme type of hyper-Calvinism (See Peter Toon, The
Emergence of Hyper-Calvinism in English Non-Conformity 1689-1765 (London:
The Olive Tree, 1967), and the Articles of Faith of the Gospel Standard Aid and
Poor Relief Societies (Leicester: Oldham & Manton Ltd., n.d.), 14, 16, 17, as
quoted in Engelsma, Hyper-Calvinism, 16-27, esp. 16-18; see also 86, 101, 109)!
(3) Traditional Calvinism puts itself in conscious opposition to the first two
types. First, it holds to a free, well-meant, offer of the Gospel. "There is in God a
benevolent loving-kindness towards the repentance and salvation of even those
whom he has not decreed to save. This pleasure, will, desire is expressed in the
universal call to repentance ... The free offer of the Gospel is a grace bestowed
upon all. Such grace is necessarily a manifestation of love or loving-kindness in
the heart of God and this loving-kindness is revealed to be of a character and kind
that is correspondent with the grace bestowed. The grace offered is nothing less
than salvation in its richness and fullness. The love or loving-kindness that lies
back of this offer is not anything less; it is the will to that salvation" (John Murray
& Ned B. Stonehouse, The Free Offer of the Gospel (n.p., n.p., n.d.), 27; see also
Errol Hulse, The Free Offer: An Exposition of Common Grace and the Free Offer
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of the Gospel, 7-8, as quoted in Engelsma, 177, "Common grace ... finds its fullest
expression in the provision of the Gospel to be addressed to all without exception
(and its) highest expression in the desire and will of God not only for man's
temporal well-being, but for his soul's salvation and eternal happiness"). In short,
according to this third type the general offer of the Gospel appears to be an
expression of the favor or grace to God to all men. However, it sharply differs
from the first type. It condemns as illegitimate either to extrapolate a universal
atonement from this Gospel offer, or to construe the response to it as a movement
of man's "free will." After all, both go fundamentally against the grain of
Scripture. The doctrines of grace, known by the acronym of T.U.L.I.P., are
thoroughly biblical, and therefore untouchable. In short, both "common grace" and
"special grace" are affirmed in Scripture as separate entities, and must be honored
as such. Second, in contrast to the second type, Gospel outreach is not restricted to
the elect only. Scripture is crystal clear. God commands the Church to disciple all
nations (Mt. 28:19), and commands all men everywhere to repent and believe
(Acts 2:38; 16:31; 17:30; 20:21). Naturally, this once again brings up the question
how to square the "general grace that merely seeks to persuade" in preaching with
the "special grace that is actually persuasive" in salvation. Again, concepts, such
as "(sacred) mystery" and "paradox," take center stage (See for these terms also
Mouw, 13-14, 100; Engelsma, 113-114). The net effect? If both kinds of grace,
that on the surface present a seemingly contradictory polarity, are taught in
Scripture, it is only logical to resort to the kind of terminology, such as paradox,
etc. In fact, the very undeniable fact of this paradox turns the (virtual) destruction
of both the pole of special grace by the first type and the pole of unfettered
preaching by the second type) into (biblically) illogical undertakings!
(4) Moderate hyper-Calvinism rejects all three of its "predecessors" in this
survey! First, it declares the "common grace" of neo-Calvinism a mirage.
Furthermore, this view is dismissed as intolerable in its root as well as its fruit. Its
intolerable root is the notion that there is a certain grace and favor of God that
extends to all of mankind. Its intolerable fruit is Arminianism. The root constitutes
the bud that has universal atonement as its full bloom, and contains the germ of a
full-blown free will theology. Second, it also distances itself from extreme hyperCalvinism. The latter flies into the face of Scripture that (a) portrays the sower of
the Word of God as "covering the waterfront" (Mt. 13:3-9, 18-23), and (b) issues a
"serious call to all persons, promiscuously and without distinction" (See for this
terminology the Canons of Dordt, II, 5). This is further underscored by Paul when
he calls the preacher "a sweet aroma of Christ," spreading "the fragrance of the
knowledge of him everywhere." In this capacity he is both "a fragrance of life
unto life" and "a fragrance of death unto death" (2 Cor. 2:14-16). In the light of
this awesome biblical architecture the second type can best be characterized as a
"stultifying, deadening, error" (Engelsma, 190, 197). Third, traditional Calvinism
comes under critical scrutiny as well, especially in its embrace of a universal,
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well-meant, offer of the Gospel. (1) The word "universal" is a denial of sovereign

grace, which by definition is particular, and implies an enthronement of the will of
man (Engelsma, 37). (2) The word "well-meant" is ill advised as well, to say the
least. It is not only illogical to hold that God's love and grace are simultaneously
meant only for some and subsequently meant for everyone (Engelsma, 14). It is
also unbiblical to apply them equally to the elect and the reprobate. From all
eternity God's sovereign love and grace are meant for the elect only, and do not
encompass the reprobate. In fact, God is angry with the wicked non-elect at all
times, and he tells them so in no uncertain terms (Engelsma, 37, 45). (3) The word
"offer" is equally suspect. It connotes universal love and the desire on God's part
to save everybody (Engelsma, 49), has no irresistible efficacy because it can be
rejected (Engelsma, 30, 41, 45, 48), and is for both these reasons an unacceptable
substitute for God's demand, call, summons to repentance and faith (Engelsma,
33, 35). (4) To call the relationship between the well-meant offer of the Gospel, on
the one hand, and the doctrine of election, on the other hand, a paradox is to
sacrifice (biblical) logic. (5) To designate it as a mystery, apart from being
"desperate and erroneous," is to overlook Romans 9:11-13, 21-23. There is
nothing mysterious about God loving and choosing some, and hating and
reprobating others (See also John 10:26-29). "It is sheer contradiction for God to
love and to hate, to desire to save and to reprobate, and to be gracious in the
preaching towards and to harden, the same man" (Engelsma, 53-54, 60). In a
word, there is only one unconditional decree of election and reprobation, one
unconditional covenant, one unconditional love, one unconditional atonement, one
unconditional grace, and one unconditional salvation, which excludes everything
Arminian from beginning to end and therefore has no built-in dependence upon
man, his will or anything else in man for that matter (Engelsma, 49-60). The socalled well-meant offer that posits a benevolent attitude towards all of mankind
flies in the face of all this. It does not take the decree of double predestination into
account. At the least it does not take it seriously. Furthermore, it ultimately posits
a logical contradiction in God as it lets him speak out both sides of his mouth
(Engelsma, 49-60). The bottom line is that in type four "common grace" for all
practical purposes is swallowed up by "special grace."
That all this has implications for the preaching of the Gospel stands to
reason. Since sovereign grace is particular, the preaching of the Gospel is
governed by God's eternal decree of predestination (Rom. 8:30; 2 Tim. 1:9). The
Gospel is the power of God, and the preaching of the Gospel is the divinely
appointed means to gather the elect. It is efficacious grace only for the elect by
disclosing their total depravity, by proclaiming Jesus as Savior, by calling to
repentance and faith, and by confirming and perfecting those who embrace him
(Engelsma, 37, 71-80). It ought to be crystal clear that "biblical Gospel preaching
will not promise salvation to everybody (versus type one and three). It will
promiscuously publish the promise that whoever believes shall not perish but have
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everlasting life (versus type two). The preaching of the Gospel ... is the
(universal) proclamation of the promise. But the promise itself is particular. It is
addressed to the believer (John 3:16); to the willing (Rev. 22:17); to the one who
labors and is heavy laden (with the burden of sin) (Matt. 11:28). The promise is
for the elect alone. This is Paul's doctrine in Romans 9" (Engelsma, 89). In short,
"The well-meant offer is a denial of the particularism of grace in the process of
salvation" (Engelsma, 93)! "The objection to the offer is not that the offer requires
that the gospel be preached to all, or that the offer insists that all be called to
believe in Christ. But the objection is that the offer holds that this preaching and
calling are grace to all" (Engelsma, 102).
But this precipitates a twofold question. What, then, is the nature and
function of the preaching to the reprobate? Regarding its function, God confronts
them with their duty to repent. But his purpose is not a saving purpose. It is to
render them inexcusable and to harden them (Rom. 9:18; see also Matt. 11:25-27)
(Engelsma, 24-25). In short, however serious the call to repentance and faith is,
however culpable reprobates are when they spurn it, and however much God is
displeased with their lack of repentance and unbelief, ultimately God's summons
is designed to proclaim judgment upon them (Engelsma, 37, 109). Regarding its
nature, the preaching contains two types of call. The one is to the elect. This one,
which is gracious and efficacious, is "internal." The other is to the reprobate. This
one, which is not gracious and not efficacious, is "external" (Engelsma, 35, 60, 83,
87, 102, 103). This distinction is extrapolated from a combination of two passages
of Scripture. According to Romans 8:29, "whom God predestinated, he also
called." This appears to teach that predestination and calling coincide. According
to Matthew 22:14, "many are called, but few are chosen." Here calling and
election do not coincide. There appears to be an enormous gap between
coincidence and non-coincidence. It is this gap that is brought out and reflected in
the two designations of "internal" and "external" with regards to the call and
summons of God (Engelsma, 74, 111, 163). It is rather clear that this distinction
reflects both confessional language (Canons of Dordt, III/IV, 10; Westminster
Confession of Faith, III, V, X), and much Reformation teaching in Church history
(John Calvin; Francis Turretin; Heinrich Heppe; see Engelsma, 104, 141ff, 151ff,
for details).
It is a significant fact that, according to its advocates, this internal-external
distinction, which is central to the fourth type, is above all Biblical Truth. Further,
(solely) as a result of this it received an ecclesiastical imprimatur in a derived
fashion in several creeds, and was disseminated systematically in printed form by
several pivotal authors. However, there is also a curious fact to be mentioned.
While Scripture has the ultimate and authoritative say, logic has a role to play as
well. While heterodoxy is invariably illogical, orthodoxy is quite rational, noncontradictory, and logical, reflective of the Logos, the logical Word (John 1:1). In
fact, these characteristics are "evidence of its truthfulness" (Engelsma, 114-115).
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Twofold case in point! The well meant offer of the Gospel is illogical. After all,

"a thing cannot both be and not be, or be true and false, in one and the same
respect." A universal love-and-grace that wills to save all by means of preaching
and does not will to save all by virtue of reprobation is "illogical gibberish" (in the
words of Abraham Kuyper, as quoted in Engelsma, 184). The doctrine of the wellmeant offer (the will to save all) will drive out the doctrine of predestination (the
will to damn some), and vice versa the doctrine of predestination (the will to save
some) will drive out the doctrine of the well-meant offer (the will to damn no one).
With predestination firmly anchored in Scripture, the latter part of this sentence
does, and must, seal the doom of the offer. To introduce the notion of paradox at
this point is a desperate attempt to stave off defeat. The offer mires the Church
down in sheer, irreconcilable, pure and simple, contradiction, if not in illogical
absurdity (Engelsma, 115, 118). The bottom line is that it is only logical to
conclude to a denial of such offer. The decree of double predestination, according
to which God wills the damnation of the reprobate, requires such denial. Let no
one decry this kind of logic "as proof of its falsity." "The truth ... does not mock
our minds. Although Christianity is, finally, supra-rational, it is not irrational.
Although it ends in adoration of the God whose judgments are unsearchable, and
whose ways are past finding out, Christianity does not end in our despairing of
knowing anything at all about his judgments. In view of the logical nature of truth,
we have the whole, great weight of Christian tradition on our side" (Engelsma,
115-116, with reference to Luther's appeal to Scripture and plain reason in the
Diet of Worms, and the Westminster Confession of Faith, I, 6). This can further be
demonstrated with the fully rational and logical nature of the doctrine of the
Trinity. Anyone who accuses this doctrine of self-contradiction fails to understand
that in the Trinity the One-ness pertains to the Being of God, and the Three-ness to
the Persons in God. He is not One and Three in the same respects. This should
once and for all lay the charge of self-contradiction to rest (Engelsma, 117).
(5) Original Calvinism has no cognitive rest with any of these four types and
seeks to transcend each one of them. Careful scrutiny reveals that they all have
one thing in common. It is only logical that common grace swallows up special
grace (type one). It is only logical that the double decree of predestination renders
preaching to the reprobate illegitimate (type two). It is only logical to seek refuge
in paradox (type three). It is only logical that the decree of double predestination
swallows up common grace (type four). The proper use of logic in theological
discourse is by definition a no-brainer. It must always be encouraged and
applauded. But the frightening reality is that in one way or another all four types
logic appears to have the ultimate word, all protestations to the contrary, and as a
result puts the biblical data to a greater or lesser degree into a straightjacket that is
bound to do injustice to the Gospel by twisting it (type one), cutting it back (type
two), slowing it down (type three), or reigning it in (type four).
Frankly, I do not see how any of these types could comport with the biblical
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teaching on Revival/Salvation, with its eight mighty characteristics. Neither, for
that matter, do I see how they can be woven of one cloth with the Epistle of James
with its Maintenance Ministry and Recovery Mode. These last two statements
should make abundantly clear that I am not in the least interested in a purely
theological skirmish. Both "Revival/Salvation" and "James" are emphatically a
matter of life and death (See Ps. 85:6; Hab. 3:2; Jam. 5:19-20). There is too much
"Pure-But-Cold-As-Marble-Theology" that turns "impure" by definition the
moment it loses its practical, discriminating, applicatory, life-giving, and healing,
cutting edge!
Of course, all this needs to be argued and clarified. Before I do this, however,
I will first state why in general the fifth type wishes to transcend (1) its first two
"predecessors," as well as (2) its second two "predecessors" in this survey in order
(3) to conclude by proposing how at bottom this can be done in the footsteps of
John Calvin himself (Hence the designation Original Calvinism), based upon the
reality of the complementarity of truth which is the continuing focus of this
section.
(1) To start with, it rejects neo-Calvinism and extreme hyper-Calvinism for
the reasons stated in the review of moderate hyper-Calvinism. Neo-Calvinism is
hostile to the Biblical content of the Gospel. Universal atonement, whether in the
bud or in bloom, is simply not a biblical datum. Neither is free will, to which it
may well give rise by implication. There is no excuse for twisting the Gospel.
Furthermore, extreme hyper-Calvinism is hostile to the Biblical scope of the
Gospel. The sower spreads his seed everywhere, path, rocky ground, thorny
bushes and all. There is simply no excuse for cutting this scope down.
Incidentally, the relationship between these two types is an interesting one.
While the extreme hyper-Calvinist view presses the antithesis to a fault, guided by
the decree of double predestination, the neo-Calvinist view dismisses the antithesis
with a vengeance, if not altogether. As a result the latter heavily falls victim to an
entanglement with, if not a friendship of, the world. God supposedly envelops, if
not blankets, created reality, fallen or not, with his bountiful goodness, whether in
terms of beauty, talents, skills, achievements, insights, etc. Since it is God's
goodness, Christians better embrace all of it, lock, stock and barrel. All this, as if
Scripture does not warn us that even "the lamp of the wicked is sin," that is, even
"the light of the wicked is darkness" (See Prov. 21:4; and for a more detailed
explanation of this text my Commentary on James 3:15; and my Sovereignty and
Responsibility, 172). As a result a threefold pitfall is in evidence. The first one is
general, the second one specific, and the third one consequential.
First, and in general, the universal presence of God's common grace,
consisting of words, actions, facts, events, and the attitude disclosed in them,
engenders such an optimistic assessment of a society brimful with the tokens of
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God's favor, that it (1) ignores, if not downplays, the context of the abiding wrath
of God upon any society apart from Christ, and (2) totally misunderstands, if not
disregards, that the awesome display of God's overwhelming goodness is designed
to lead to repentance, and to have the recipients flee from the wrath to come (Rom.
2:4).
Second, and more specific, under the battle cry that "all truth is God's truth,"
it claims, in the footsteps of much of Church history, that it has the right, if not
duty, to "gorge" itself on so-called "common grace insights," and use them as
theological, philosophical, as well as cultural, building blocks for the Christian
world- and-life-view. In the process it easily turns worldly wisdom into the final
standard, often gullibly adopts Satan's lies or half-lies as God's truths, frequently
hauls them within its confines as Trojan Horses, and is promptly swallowed up
alive. The history of the Church, whether early, medieval, modern or recent
history, is on anyone's count full of this folly. Again and again the philosophies of
the day infiltrated the Church, paralyzed its ministry, and sent it off the deep end.
Ancient philosophy managed to do this in the early and medieval Church. Too
often Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus ruled the roost and proved to be hard task
masters (The two natures in the person of Christ). Similarly, modern philosophy
succeeded in doing this in the modern and recent Church. Too often Kant, Hegel
and Heidegger turned "the queen of sciences" into their abject slave (Barthianism
and Bultmannianism). In both instances the secular tail managed to control and
direct the biblical head (Deut. 28:12, 44), and the consequences were dire, to say
the least!
Third, and consequential, the embrace of, and enthusiasm for, the communal
relationship with the world, abstracted, if not divorced, from the context of a
mankind that is rebellious, guilty, and filthy to the core, kills the zeal as well as the
ability to function as both the salt of the earth and the light of the world (Mt. 5:1314). This kind of embrace blurs the fundamental distinction, and wipes out the
radical contrast, between Church and world. To the degree that it does, it can no
longer serve (negatively) as the preservative that stems the flood tide of decay.
The salt has lost its power and the ever increasing stench is there to prove it.
Furthermore, this type of enthusiasm obscures the missionary vision, and deadens
the evangelistic fervor, (positively) to show the way out as a matter of life and
death. The light is covered, and the ever growing darkness is there to demonstrate
it. This is not to say that all apologetic efforts have ceased. Far from it! But more
often than not they may well be symptomatic of the malady of the Church, rather
than serve as the cure of the world. To confine ourselves to recent apologetic
history, the prevailing apologetics of the day mostly champions either the use of
the foundationalism tools of enlightenment Modernity, or the anti-foundationalism
tools of Post-modem Relativism. It should be crystal clear that both spell
commonality with a vengeance. There goes the antithesis, and with it the
preserving salt. Both also hold to a pre-evangelistic methodology. There goes the
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Gospel rescue, and with it the guiding light. The shame of the Church is ever the
burden of the world.
In sum, while the hyper-Calvinist maximizes the antithesis, views believers
as aliens in a hostile world, and in spite of its feeble efforts to evangelize
facilitates to a greater or lesser degree a ghetto mentality and lifestyle, the neoCalvinist minimizes the antithesis, regards believers as residents in a friendly
world, and in spite of its formal commitment to the Gospel opens the door more or
less subtly to a secularizing mentality and agenda.
(2) While original Calvinism opposes the first two types, it is also
uncomfortable to a lesser or greater degree with the second two types, traditional
Calvinism and moderate hyper-Calvinism. Although it finds itself in the same
general ballpark as the third type in supporting the notion of a specific kind of
"common" grace, to be defined biblically in the footsteps of Calvin below, it does
not endorse the doctrine of common grace, as a hard and fast, abstract, dogma,
with all that this does, could, or might, entail (See below for details as well).
Furthermore, it is unalterably opposed to the idea of paradox, which regrettably
concedes that there is an unexplained and unexplainable tension of the (il)logical
sort. The very terminology indicates that the mind has the primacy, if not
ultimacy. Paradox reasoning starts as follows, "When considering the
juxtaposition of common grace and special grace there is admittedly a tension ..."
Pardon the interruption, original Calvinism would interject, but this is a false start.
As I argued above, there is no tension in any of God's truths, not ever. The
moment that anyone concludes to (even a trace of) tension, there is indisputable
indication that the mind operates from a position of (at least a trace of) rebellious
ultimacy or (at least a trace of) functional primacy. To put it bluntly, whenever the
human mind usurps a place of (rebellious) ultimacy or (functional) primacy to
whatever degree, it by definition projects without any justification accusatory
tension upon the truth of God to that same degree, and must end up counseling
believers and unbelievers alike simply to "swallow" this tension. That this is a
very questionable procedure stands to reason. It puts the Church squarely on the
defensive, in fact, behind an apologetic eight ball, because it opens itself up to the
charge of irrationalism for which it does not have a ready answer! By taking rather
lamely defensive refuge into paradox, traditional Calvinism for all practical
purposes cuts back the "exuberance" of the tension free, ever victorious, Gospel
that invariably issues a robust summons to surrender. This cut-back cannot but
adversely affect its triumphant proclamation. In fact, it is a blueprint for potential
defeat and possibly disaster. No Church that gives the world an opening, even in
the minutest way, to turn the tables on it has ever thrived. It invariably has been
treated with (justified) exasperation, if not contempt. Besides, it opens the tent for
the nose of the camel to enter, and soon becomes exposed to the aggressive tactics
of the whole beast.
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In sum, the traditional Calvinist view subscribes to a paradoxical, seemingly
contradictory, truth-that-hurts-our-head, and ends up with a practically nonoperational theological edifice. The notions of both "common grace" and "special
grace," properly understood, are biblical capital, all right. But these entities, not
always properly defined in their own right by traditional Calvinism, are hardly
ever delineated by it in the relationship they sustain to each other in the framework
of Scripture (See below for further details). This is why their combined truth often
seems dead capital. It is a curiosity to be visited, but has neither a clearly
identified, nor an identifiable, function in the ministry of the Church, whether to
sinners or saints. While the traditional Calvinist view honors the truth of both
"common grace" and "special grace" in tandem, views believers in dual biblical
perspective as resident-aliens, and seeks to avoid both a secularizing (versus neoCalvinism) and ghetto (versus extreme hyper-Calvinism) mentality, it still appears
to fall (woefully) short by seeking (rather lamely) to hold the fort with the
defensive concession of "seeming contradictions" as the Church's "last stance."
Candidly, it deprives itself thereby of a vigorous and unapologetic Gospel
offensive that seeks to break the pride of man, on display in a commitment to the
principial ultimacy or functional primacy of the intellect, with the robust and
glorious truth of God.
Naturally, all this is not to deny that from the vantage point of the intellect
the relationship between common grace and special grace must seem paradoxical.
This is a given. But it is to insist that to leave it at that is sub-biblical apologetics.
A golden opportunity goes by the board to challenge apostate ultimacy on the part
of the intellect as an open act of rebellion that in addition to everything else does
end up with the accusation that God's truth is irrationally self-contradictory, and to
challenge functional primacy on the part of the intellect as a methodological fauxpas that must end up with the concession that God's truth seems to be irrationally
self-contradictory. God's truth never was, never is, and never will be, irrationally
self-contradictory. But only the regenerate heart can, does, and will, testify to this.
This is why Biblical apologetics is, and must be, evangelistic apologetics, Gospel
apologetics. After all, the Gospel is the only instrument given by God to break the
heart, and to effect a heart transplant in regeneration that will result both in wide
open eyes (John 3:3) for the glorious, breathtaking, non-contradictory, truth of
God and in a joyful determination to enter into it without any reservation (John
3:5). Once this heart transplant is in full operational effect both the (accusatory)
apostate ultimacy and the (shameful) functional primacy of the intellect will be
decried in godly sorrow, repented of, and once and for all shown the proverbial
door! In short, traditional Calvinism is certainly heading in the right direction, but
has not arrived at the full, robust, energizing and activating truth of God.
Turning now to the assessment of moderate hyper-Calvinism, although
original Calvinism does, and should, applaud it for its emphasis upon the robust
nature of the Gospel in its authoritative summons to repentance and faith, it has
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grave concerns about its curtailment of the truth that produces, unintentionally, I
am sure, the deleterious effect of a paralyzed, and numerically dying, orthodoxy.
The winsome Gospel with its wide open "Come and Welcome" that glorifies God
(See Mt. 11:28-29) seems to disappear. Couple this (1) with a frequent denial of
the continuation of the office of evangelist, as affirmed by Paul (Eph. 4:11), and
(2) with the Church's consequent failure aggressively and programmatically to
pursue the calling of being a "Fisherman" (Mt. 4:19), if not of a "Fishing Fleet"
that sails the waters of the world, seemingly oblivious of the "published" prospect
of catching multitudes of fish (Ezek. 47:1 ff), and it stands to reason that a vigorous
evangelistic outreach tends to vanish as well. The idea of Revival fires that turn
into millions of conversions in a Century cannot by the farthest stretch of the
information enter into this picture. Small consolation that this does not really fit
into the picture of the recent neo-Calvinist or traditional Calvinist view either, let
alone the extreme hyper-Calvinist view.
However, while original Calvinism rejects (With type four) the category of
paradox, it embraces the term mystery (Contra type four). This term simply
acknowledges that the human mind has creaturely boundaries and limits, beyond
which it cannot and may not seek to venture, except at its own peril. This,
incidentally, is the very platform from which Calvin operates, as we shall see
below, even if he does not use the same terminology.
Concretely, without going into details about their precise relationship, for our
present purposes it is enough to state that roughly speaking, original Calvinism
differentiates between grace that is multifaceted, common to all, but insufficient to
save, and grace that is efficacious in the salvation of the elect. We shall see below
that in Calvin (a) the lines between them are somewhat "fluid," not always sharply
drawn (See for this J. Douma, Algemene Genade (Goes: Oosterbaan & LeCointre,
1966), 330), but (b) both exhibit themselves in word, deed, as well as disposition
or attitude. At any rate, original Calvinism is not satisfied with simply
"swallowing" the combination of the two (type three), or have one side (virtually)
swallow up the other one (types one, two, and four). It further holds that all four
views share the fundamental error of seeking to encompass biblical truth with their
intellect, and finding in this intellect a "final resting place" for (virtually all of)
Divine truth. The upshot is, to one degree or another, a kind of "straightjacket,"
with the inevitable dire results. Biblical truth is (a) warped (type one), (b) cut back
(type two), (c) slowed down (type three), or (d) reigned in (type four). So is the
biblical action, demanded by biblical truth. To be sure, all four views, to a lesser
or greater extent, are alert to certain segments of biblical truth. But torn from their
full-orbed biblical context, these segments turn into liabilities, and possibly into
practical falsehoods that seek cover behind biblical truths not to be exposed as
such, however unconsciously and unintentionally this may be done. After all, in
the day-to-day application all four views are a far cry from both the biblical
benchmark and the biblical objective of Revival Status, Maintenance Ministry, and
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Recovery Mode, as these have been set forth in detail in Topical Focus #1:
Biblical Revival! I do not think that anyone is able to deny this.
(3) This brings to the question how original Calvinism transcends the other
four. In the main it insists, as I argued above, that complementary truth does not,
and never will, fit in the human intellect with its single occupancy. This causes the
warping, cutting back, slowing down and reigning in! However, it has a royal
residence and welcome in the believer's mission control center, the regenerate
heart, with its double occupancy. Once complementary truth has settled in,
believers have both heartfelt joy and peace of mind. As I mentioned already, this is
the secret of Calvin's "theology," and lies at the root of his thinking, also his
thinking regarding the notion of common grace. In arguing this I take my cue from
a publication, mentioned already, J. Douma, Algemene Genade (Goes: Oosterbaan
& Le Cointre, 1966), which was greatly assisted by a second publication, H.
Kuiper, Calvin on Common Grace (Goes: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre N.V., 1928).
Kuiper provides a virtual concordance on the word "grace" and analogous terms in
Calvin's voluminous writings, with observations, evaluations, and summaries, and
all. It is widely acclaimed for its competence and thoroughness that does not seem
to leave one stone unturned. Douma avails himself of the data amassed by Kuiper
to come up with his own analyses, assessments, and conclusions in his treatment
of the notion of common grace. This treatment is monumental, trailblazing, and of
a quality that in his own circles did, and in the Church at large can, and should,
produce a veritable paradigm shift, back to Scripture. He explicitly or implicitly
distances himself to a greater or lesser degree from all four views, outlined above,
and quite persuasively transcends them. He does so by arguing that at times, such
as in the issue of common grace, it is necessary "to speak with two words, and
leave it at that, due to the weakness of our understanding." Still, however
monumental the volume is and remains, this specific phraseology has three
blemishes. To a certain degree it is (a) theologically restrictive, (b) apologetically
flawed, and (c) definitionally inexact. (a) It is theologically restrictive. The
recommendation to "speak with two words" is too subjective. It is preferable by
far to conclude that at several junctures in Scripture, if not all, we encounter the
complementarity of truth as an objective fact. "Speaking with two words" may
approximate the idea of the complementarity of truth, but is not quite there yet. (b)
It is apologetically flawed. "To leave it at that" could be read as a sacrifice of the
intellect. It is preferable to insist that complementary truths never fit in the
intellect, but have a royal residence in the regenerate heart. (c) It is definitionally
inexact. "Due to the weakness of our understanding" does not get to the core of the
matter. It is preferable to assert that it transcends the creaturely limits of our
understanding, regardless whether this is weak or strong. The implications of all
this, especially of the apologetic flaw, are much farther reaching than may appear
at first sight. I intend to return to this below.

At any rate, in the present context it is my pleasure (a) to start out with a
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summary of Douma's argument, in order to follow this up (b) with a number of his
conclusions derived from this argument, and (c) my own observations and
concluding remarks.
(a) First, then, the summary, which I present in seven theses, all of them with
reference both to Douma and to their source in Calvin's Institutes. (For the
numerous additional, occasional, data in Calvin's Commentaries and other works,
that underscore his systematic thinking set forth in the Institutes, see Douma
directly on the pages as indicated.)
Thesis 1. "The World Is Not So Bad."
All of mankind possesses a definite knowledge of God, and has a definite
taste of God, even if it cannot please God without atoning grace. All of mankind
can also properly boast of all kinds of impressive achievements in the political
order, in the economy, in architecture, in the arts, in the sciences, in philosophy,
etc. In addition to this it exhibits personal virtues and a measure of civil
righteousness, even if they are invariably checkered (Douma, 206-210, 363, with
reference to Calvin, Institutes, I, iii, 1, 3, 5, 14; I, v, 1, 3; II, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18,
22, 24; II, vi, 1; II, iii, 3, 4; II, viii, 1; III, xiv, 2).
Thesis 2. "There is a Perennial Restriction that holds Universal Sway."
All of mankind is involved in incessant, foolish, and degenerate attempts to
suppress and destroy the knowledge of God, in corrupt boastings about fleeting
and transitory accomplishments, and in the soiled compromise of an ever
contaminated righteousness. It is so alienated from God's righteousness that it
only "absorbs and strives after what is godless, perverted, defiled, unclean and
sinful." All of this adds up to a "corrupt stench," arising from human specimens,
who, none excepted, are at bottom blinder than bats. This warrants the conclusion
that we should not be deceived by outward appearances. The seeming wisdom,
abilities, accomplishments, and virtues of mankind are nothing but "deceptive
masks," that hide, if not constitute, a world of folly. They are nothing but
vanishing trinkets and worthless vanities. However much unbelievers may stand
out in terms of attractive insights, skills, achievements and qualities of any and all
sorts, without the eternal aim of righteousness all these so-called common graces
are radically sinful and totally bankrupt (Douma, 211-216, 272, 363, with
references to Calvin, Institutes, I, I, 2; I, iii, 1, 3; I, iv, 1; I, v, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14; I, x,
3, II, ii, 12, 16, 18, 22, 24; II, iii, 3, 4; II, v, 19; II, vi, 4; II, viii, 11; II, xxv, 2; III,
xiv, 3). (As we will shall see at length below in my Commentary on James 3:14:10, this judgment, if not indictment, fully reflects the inerrant sentiment and
teaching of our Epistle.)
Thesis 3. "There is a Vast Difference among the various Members of the
Human Race."
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The recognition of mankind's universal corruption should not blind us to the
distinct and distinguishing, checkered, divergence among them, ranging from
wicked on the one hand, to praiseworthy, on the other. To explain this vast
divergence the solution must without hesitation be sought in the "special gifts of
God's grace." The word "grace" is far from a slip of the tongue. Calvin avails
himself of this term, as well as analogous terms, such as goodness, mercy, love,
favor, clemency, blessing, liberality, benevolence, and compassion, both by
themselves and in combination, not just sporadically, but copiously, consciously
and intentionally, throughout his oeuvre, including his Commentaries. With this
multifaceted terminology he "calls attention not only to God's acts but also to his
disposition in the gifts to the heathen" (Douma, 216-221, 363, with reference to
Calvin, I, ii, 1; I, v, 3, 6, 7, 8, 14; I, x, 1; I, xiv, 22; I, xiv, 4; I, xvi, 2, 3, 8, 16; II, ii,
1, 6, 14, 17, 16, 18; II, iii, 3, 4; II, iv, 6; II, v, 15; II, xii, 1; III, ix, 3; III, xx, 15; III,
xxv, 9).
Thesis 4. "There Is a General Self-disclosure of God, but Not a Natural
Theology."
In his "General Revelation" or "Manifestation" God discloses himself in all
his perfections and through his many gifts, continuously, repeatedly, daily,
surprisingly, to each and everyone specifically, individually, and personally. The
resultant knowledge of God, however minimal at times, renders all of mankind
without excuse, even if it is insufficient for salvation. Nevertheless, this Selfdisclosure of God does not result in a "Natural Theology!" However constant and
repeated, it resembles no more than a (continuous series of) bolt(s) of lightning
that is (are) immediate followed by a deep darkness due to man's perpetual,
persistent, and purposeful suppression of any and all truth. The confused and
confusing residual remnant deposit of knowledge is at best a caricature that can
hardly be called theology, let alone theology (Douma, 222-233, 363, with
reference to Calvin, I, ii, 1; I, iii, 1, 2; I, iv, 2, 4; I, v, 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14; I, vi, 1;
I, vii, 5; I, x, 3; I, xii, 1; I, xiv, 1, 21; II, ii, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24; II, vii, 9;
II, x, 7; III, I, 2; III, xiv, 2; III, xl, 29).
Thesis 5. "God has his Own Motives for the Manifestation of his Grace to
Pagans and to Reprobate Members in the Church."
He exhibits his grace to the Gentiles in the world promiscuously, that is, to
the elect and the reprobate alike with a fourfold objective in mind, which are
governed, if not driven, by four motives. (a) The Invitation Motive. The
manifestation of his grace constitutes an invitation. He offers himself daily to the
Gentiles, and invites them universally to his knowledge and blessedness. (b) The
Critical Motive. It renders them without excuse. Its design is to prevent them from
hiding behind the excuse of ignorance. Man receives grace unto his own judgment.
Note that (a) and (b) are inseparable. God tenderly invites both the elect and the
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reprobate to repentance. This serves to make the reprobate even more culpable and
less excusable. In the context of his treatment of predestination Calvin makes it a
point to emphasize that in handing out such universal invitation God does not
contradict himself and does not do battle with himself (See below for further
details). (c) The Restraint Motive. God's grace bridles and restrains the depravity
and corruption of mankind to serve both his own providential, upholding,
preserving, and governing, care of all things, and the well-being of mankind,
especially the orderly development of human society. (d) The Aid-to-the-Church
Motive. It is profitable for, if not incumbent upon, the Church to avail itself of
both the achievements with which the ungodly enrich the economy, the (liberal)
arts and the sciences, and of the attainments in the social order and civil
righteousness that they (willy-nilly) implement and enforce. In this regard the
world is meant to serve the elect. Regarding the reprobates in the Church the first
three motives for God's grace for pagans outside the Church return here with
double force. The more full-orbed and detailed the invitation of the Gospel of
grace, the greater the culpability and the less the excusability. As the concentrated
witness of love and the cumulative demonstrations of grace are despised, this
justifies the exponential increase in judgment (Mt. 11:20-24). Further, the more
all-encompassing and the more intensive the exposure to that Gospel, the greater
the restraint upon sin (Douma, 234-239, 364, with reference to Calvin, I, iii, 3; I,
v, 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14; I, xv, 16; I, xvi, 5; I, xvii, 1, 6, 7; II, ii, 16, 22, 24; II, vi, 1;
III, xxii, 10; III, xxv, 9; IV, xx, 1, 2, 3).
Thesis 6. "God Exhibits a Complementarity of Truth in the Administration of
Grace and Wrath."
First, and on the one hand, the reprobate are the recipients of a truthful
testimony regarding, offer of, and invitation to, the grace of God through which he
reconciles people to himself. Even if the mercy that God exhibits toward them is
momentary, and even if the light that he sheds in their life quickly vanishes, the
testimony is sincere and trustworthy, while the invitation is serious and wellmeant, rooted in the divine make-up, which is one of compassion that does not
delight in the death of the sinner (Ezek. 18:31). Just as God's heart beat is more
pronounced in his election than in his reprobation, which is only the dark backdrop
against which the glory of his electing grace shines ever so much more brightly
(Rom. 9:22), and just as Jesus' heart beat is to save rather than to condemn (John
3:17), so the heartbeat of the Word, which is saving in nature and purpose, is to
invite all promiscuously to the hope of eternal life (officium proprium) rather than
to discard them into death (officium accidentale), with reference to 2 Corinthians
2:15.
For further elucidation, both Word and sacrament appear woven of the same
cloth. The sacraments just as the Word are testimonies of God's goodness, grace,
and mercy. "This is the integrity of the sacrament, that the whole world cannot
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violate, that the flesh and blood of Christ are no less truthfully given to the
unworthy than to the elect believers. At the same time it is correct that just as the
rain when it falls on a hard rock, flows off, because it has no opportunity to
penetrate the rock, so the ungodly because of their hardness repel the grace of
God, so that it does not enter into them." In a word the goodness, grace, and mercy
of God are offered to them, handed out to them. But it is one thing for grace to be
offered, and another thing for grace to be received. In other words, to offer on
God's part is not necessarily to receive on man's part! Here is the heart and core of
Calvin's view of Word and sacrament. (a) The offer of Christ and his grace (with a
summons of repentance and faith) is serious and sincere. (c) The reception is due
to sovereign grace alone (no free will). (c) The rejection of Christ and his grace is
culpable, inexcusable, and increases the judgment exponentially since it takes
place in the context of the overtures of goodness, love, benevolence, generosity,
and mercy.
But second, and on the other hand, grace only leads to salvation, if and when
it is efficacious and transforms the heart. It is not offered to the reprobates for it to
be of eternal advantage. Only the elect experience the efficacy of the Gospel. God
does not convert the reprobate because he refuses to display his efficacious grace,
which he could have displayed, had he wanted to do so. He hardens their hearts
after closing their eyes so that they seeing do not see. He created everything for its
own purpose, even the ungodly for the day of evil (Prov. 16:4). In fact, from the
womb he dedicated them to a certain death to glorify God as instruments of his
wrath and robbed them of the opportunity to hear the Word. At times he blinds
them even more, surrenders them to even greater folly, and so prepares them for
the Judgment seat through the preaching of the Gospel (Is. 6:9-11; Rom. 9:17-18,
22; 1 Pet. 2:8). Nevertheless, even if God does not efficaciously vivify the seed
that he graciously sows in the hearts of the reprobate, and even if the testimony of
his love stands in juxtaposition with the fact that he targets the conversion of those
whom he calls to himself so as not to capture every heart, he does not act
deceptively. Here is the crux of the matter that needs to be explored (Douma, 240247, with reference to Calvin, I, ii, 1; I, iii, 2, 3; I, iv, 2, 3; II, vii, 6, 9, 10; II, viii,
1; II, xvi, 1; III, ii, 11, 12, 32; III, iii, 25; III, xiv, 7; III, xx, 13; III, xxi, 7; III, xxii,
10; III, xxiii, 1, 6, 12; III, xxiv, 1, 2, 12, 14, 15, 17; III, xxv, 9; IV, xiv, 7; IV, xvii,
33).
Thesis 7. "It is imperative that Careful Attention be given to the Crux of the
Matter."
Before this crux is identified as such, it should, first of all, be put in the
larger biblical context in order to get a proper grasp of what is at stake. The decree
of election does not lead to eternal life in the same way (non eodem modo) in
which reprobation leads to eternal death. After all, in between God' gracious
election and man's fully undeserved eternal life we encounter the bridge of
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repentance and faith as a pure gift of the grace of God, while in between Divine
reprobation and fully deserved eternal death stands the roadside station, if not
roadblock, of the rebellious depravity of man. While repentant faith is a means to
an end, unrepentant unbelief is a cause to an effect. Still, this is not the total
Scriptural truth. Ultimately the eternal destiny of all of mankind is determined by
the God of the sovereign, double, decree of predestination, that is, by the God, of
whom, through whom and unto whom are all things (Rom. 11:36). This brings us
face to face with the mystery of the "both" - "and," both the total sovereign
assignment of the reprobate to everlasting death and the total culpable
responsibility on the part of the reprobate for their eternal death (See for a detailed
discussion of this issue, my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 72ff). This is
manifestly a mystery. To conclude to a mystery in this sense does not amount to a
sacrifice of the intellect. Rather it is to recognize the creaturely limitations of the
intellect. The upshot is to be content not only "to speak with two words," but also
to keep these words in juxtaposition without attempting exhaustively to
comprehend and explain them (See esp. Douma, 333). This very same mystery,
which also comes into view in the relationship between the One-ness and the
Three-ness in the Trinity, and the relationship between Sovereignty and
Responsibility (See above), is no less in evidence in the relationship between
grace and wrath, both of which are designed by God to glorify himself (Douma,
332), and both of which target the same people simultaneously. Of course, the
question immediately arises how "God can be merciful and wrathful towards the
same persons!" In addressing this mystery Calvin comes basically to a twofold
explanation. Of these two explanations the first one predominates, while the
second one is mentioned sparingly.
1 "Let the two statements stand side by side. There is a unity in the two
dispositions (grace and wrath), but owing to the weakness of our understanding we
do not grasp it" (See esp. Douma, 248, 279, 364).
2. "In a certain sense (quodammodo) God shows wrath towards the elect and
grace toward the reprobate. Properly speaking (proprie loquendo) that which God
gives to the godless cannot be considered as an evidence of his favor and grace"
(See esp. Douma, 248, 279, 364).
For some comments on both explanations, the following.
1. As I stated, the first explanation is the predominant one. This allows
Calvin to militate against the self-contradictory and intolerable idea that there are
two conflicting wills (multiplex voluntas) in God regarding the same human
objects, one unto salvation and one unto damnation. This is farthest from Calvin's
mind. According to Scripture, there is a twofold trans-rational "role" (duplex
persona), also in the divine dispositions, one of grace and one of wrath. But both
are true, pure, sincere, and trustworthy (Eph. 1:4 and Eph. 2: 3; 5:6; Col. 3:6),
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even if we cannot fathom how and where the two dispositions interconnect. This is

why we speak in all humility "with two words" (Douma, 335), in the ever present
recognition, I would add, that finitum non capax infinitum. If we do so in
submission to the Word of God, there is the side benefit that we will not treat the
turn from wrath to love and from love to wrath into a knotty problem. A special
case in point is Exodus 32. In his burning wrath God told Moses to move over. He
was going to destroy Israel, and turn him into a new nation. No one can miss the
juxtaposition of God's twofold disposition toward Israel in general and to Judah in
particular. Moses had encountered his gracious disposition to Israel in the promise
of Canaan, and his equally gracious disposition toward Judah in the promise of the
Messiah. Now, "suddenly," he is faced with an anger that threatens to wipe out
both Israel and Judah. If Moses had been committed to either the rebellious
ultimacy or the functional primacy of the intellect, he would have responded to
God on that level, and explained that his two dispositions were mutually exclusive,
in fact, self-contradictory, which, if admitted, could, would, or should (?) have
resulted in an apology on God's part. However, nothing could have been further
from Moses' regenerate (!) heart (!). He recognized both dispositions for what
they were, utterly true, utterly real, and utterly serious (Ex. 32:11 ff, 30ff; 33:1213, 15-16; 34:8-9; Deut. 9:19, 25ff), and began to plead with God for his grace,
arguing with God to remember his reputation, sure to be ridiculed by the
Egyptians in case of Israel's demise (Ex. 32:11-12), as well as his promise, signed,
sealed, and delivered with an oath (Ex 32:13; Deut. 9:27). Eventually the Lord
relents (Ex. 32:14). Moses encounters two dispositions, grace and wrath, as well as
two "turns," from grace to wrath and from wrath to grace. Romans 11:28 displays
the same tapestry. Ethnic Jews, in Paul's days as well as in ours, are enemies of
God, as regards the Gospel, but beloved for the sake of their forefathers, as regards
election. For the gifts and the calling of God are irrevocable (Rom. 11:28-29) (See
Douma, 333, 342, with reference to Ex. 32:12; Deut. 13:17; Josh. 7:26; 2 Chron.
29:10; Ps. 30:6; Is. 54:8; Hos. 14:5, Mic. 7:18; John 3:36, and esp. Eph. 2:3).
Candidly, none of the first four types mentioned above has enough biblical breadth
to accommodate all this. It takes original Calvinism (1) to embrace it from the
heart as food for the soul, (2) to refuse tearing apart its fine tapestry with the
crude, imperialistic, tool of an all too human logic that manages to exceed its
creaturely limitations, (3) to end up with perfect cognitive contentment and rest of
heart, and (4), last but not least, to avail itself of this multi-faceted divine truth to
promote and advance the Kingdom.
2. Regarding the second explanation, this is somewhat puzzling, but also
more peripheral (Douma, 261, 318). On the one hand, it allows Calvin to point out
that the favorable disposition toward the elect in Christ in and from eternity (Eph.
1:4) does not exclude his disposition of wrath toward them until they are actually
united to Christ in time (Eph. 2:1ff). Until this union God is in a certain sense
hostile to the elect and armed to their destruction. This truth tells the elect
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explicitly that until that moment they deserve to be reprobated and hated, and
urges them implicitly to embrace Christ without whom they are most miserable
and, frankly, hell bound. This clearly widens the issue. There is wrath and grace
toward the elect, and the elect better experience both. On the other hand, there is
grace and wrath toward the reprobate. Nevertheless, and here is the puzzling
aspect in contrast to the first explanation, in the wording of the second one a rift
seems to open up. There is a display of grace, also with regards to the reprobate.
But properly speaking there is no grace toward the reprobate. This, of course, is
self-contradictory. However, taking everything in the writings of Calvin together-here the peripheral nature of the second explanation emerges (!)--, although
"blessings and tokens of God's favor and grace in the fullest and deepest sense of
these terms ... proceed from the fountain of God's redeeming love and are
subservient to the eternal salvation of men," nevertheless, this "does not prevent
Calvin to continue throughout to speak of grace, mercy, favor, and love" toward
the elect and the reprobate alike. In short, while in the context of the reprobate this
grace is admittedly recognized as not efficacious, it is and remains consistently
designated as grace (See also Mouw, 29).
The first explanation clearly trumps the second one in Calvin's thinking! The
first one forms the bedrock of his thinking, recognizes the trans-rational nature of
the complementary truth of simultaneous grace and wrath toward the reprobate in
terms of both gifts and disposition, and is in evidence throughout his publications.
The second one regrettably lost sight of trans-rationality for a moment, and allows
wrath to swallow grace in terms of gifts as well as disposition. But it is fleeting in
nature, and is mentioned rarely in his writings! (Moderate hyper-Calvinism, type
four, rejects the first, fundamental and prevailing, explanation in Calvin and
adopts the second, peripheral and marginal, one in his thinking.)
Not so incidentally, what widens the issue even further is that the
simultaneous twofold disposition does not only pertain to the elect and the
reprobate, but also to the person of Christ. There is no greater love relationship
than between the Father and the Son (John 17:26). It is an eternal relationship! But
this does not prevent the Father to pour out his terrifying wrath upon him to the
point that he is "forsaken of God." This wrath is not theatrical. It is real and,
indeed, terrifying. Once again, there is a "living" juxtaposition of two dispositions
(Douma, 247-253, 261, 279, 289-302, 333, 364, with reference to Calvin, II, i, 11;
II, xvi, 1, 2, 3, 4; III, ii, 11, 12; III, xxiii, 6, 12; III, xxiv, 12, 17)!
(b) This brings us, in the second place, to the three major conclusions Douma
draws from his seven theses.
Conclusion 1. In general Calvin does not take his point of departure in the
double decree of predestination as the determinant of grace. Looking at God he
wholeheartedly embraces the decree of reprobation. But looking at the reprobate
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he experiences compassion (Douma, 262-263). In this twofold approach he honors
the twofold disposition of God. As a result of all this it does not come as a surprise
that with his emphasis upon the vast display of God's grace to the elect and
reprobate alike both in the Church (Douma, 318, with reference to Ps. 25:6; 51:3;
Is. 63:7; Rom. 9:4; 1 Cor. 10:1-4; 2 Cor. 6:1; Gal. 3:3; Heb. 12:15; and esp. Is.
26:10) and in the world (Douma, 320-324, with reference to Ps. 145:9; Jonah 4:2;
Mt. 5:44ff; Lk. 6:35; Acts 14:17; 17:30; 1 Pet. 3:20; 1 Tim. 4:10) the double
decree of predestination only plays a peripheral role in the present context. While
God's display of wrath in both Church and world must always receive our full
attention, and may never be discounted or minimized (Heb. 12:29), this does not
negate the fact that his actions in both these spheres have all too often a
"coloration of friendliness" (Jonah 4:2, 11) and a "riches of kindness and
forbearance and patience" (Rom. 2:4; see also 2 Pet. 3:9). In fact, especially in the
light of the demonstration of mercy the display of wrath upon rebellious depravity
proves to be ever so justified (Nah. 1:2ff; Rom. 2:5; Rev. 16:5-7) (Douma, 323).
In general, the decree of reprobation does not determine the place and
function of grace toward the objects of this decree. More precisely, it does not
consume the offer of grace. Calvin consciously and incessantly emphasizes that
this offer is extended to both the elect and reprobate (See esp. Douma, 217, 269,
317, for a variety of references). Neither does it mold the nature of grace (See esp.
Douma, 279). What is extended to the elect and the reprobate is the same grace
that is embodied in the person of Christ (John 1:16; Col. 1:19; Tit. 2:11, Rom.
5:15; Eph. 1:6, 2:7; 1 Tim. 1:14; 2 Tim. 1:9; see also Gal. 1:6; 2 Cor. 8:9; Acts
15:11) and centered in the cross of Christ as the principium cognoscendi of his
love (Douma, 333), even if it is and remains true that without the possession of
Christ no one attains salvation (Douma, 275). The notion of two types of grace,
principially different in nature, appears foreign to Calvin. He knows basically only
of one grace in Christ Jesus, be it decidedly with a twofold outcome. However,
whether it is regenerative in its effect or not, that is, whether it is efficacious or
not, the grace offered in Christ remains the same (More about this below).
This, however, calls for seven clarifying observations. (1) To the extent that
this grace is offered, whether inside or outside the Church, the recipient who
spurns this offer can only have his inexcusability increased proportionately. When
general revelation already renders all of mankind without excuse (Rom. 1:18-20),
how much more will this be the case, when the Gospel call is added to it (Mt.
11:20ff). (2) When an individual resists and rejects this grace (Douma, 318), he
exhibits his stubborn, blind and rebellious, unregenerate, heart. (3) Because he
resists and rejects this grace, his judgment will exponentially increase (Douma,
316). (4) Because the unregenerate heart by definition resists and rejects God's
grace, in fact, must do so, it is quite biblical to posit that he can resist and reject
God's grace. After all, what inevitably did occur, does occur, and will occur in all
of mankind without exception, not subject to the regenerating grace of God, must
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be possible. (5) The fact that the unregenerate heart by definition does, and must,
resist and reject God's grace vitiates the illogical claim that to speak of resisted or
resistible grace is to endorse "free will," explicitly or implicitly. Nothing could be
farther from the truth. (6) Only at the moment that the Holy Spirit adds
regenerative efficacy to the grace that is offered (John 3:5; Acts 16:14; 1 Thess.
1:5), which by definition removes the resistance and the rejection, this grace
becomes irresistible, or, possibly even more precisely, God adds resistanceovercoming grace to the "inviting" panorama of grace (In this area of Christian
Doctrine, see also the contribution of one of the finest (Dutch) systematic
theologians the Church of Christ has ever produced, Herman Bavinck,
Gereformeerde Dogmatiek (Kampen: J.H. Kok, 1928), IV, 57ff; Eng. Tr.
Reformed Dogmatics, IV, 81ff)! (7) Full-orbed Gospel preaching, therefore, (a)
extols Jesus as Lord and Savior against the Trinitarian backdrop of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit, and in terms of the triadic New Covenant Gospel of
regeneration, justification and sanctification (invitation), (b) holds out the need for
repentance and faith to become partaker of the content of the New Covenant
Gospel (summons), (c) insists that neither one is in the will or capability of the
rebellious and blind sinner (John 1:12-13; 3:3, 5) (diagnosis), and (d) urges sinners
to call upon the Lord and cast themselves upon mercy alone (plea) (Ezek. 36:37;
Acts 2:21) (Douma, 151-152). In sum, the place and function of grace in terms of
its presence/occurrence and nature/make-up is neither determined by the double
decree of predestination in a forward projection, nor by the twofold outcome of
grace in a backward projection (See Douma, 287, 317-319)!
Conclusion 2. For Calvin all grace, inclusive of common grace that is
insufficient for salvation, is an invitation to the knowledge and praise of God, and
all that flows forth from this (Douma, 269, 274). As such it might be called a
theologoumenon with a narrow scope. But in his thinking it certainly is not a hard
and fast dogma, let alone an abstract dogma, nor an independent category, let
alone a constitutive category, nor a sharply delineated doctrine, let alone anything
like the doctrine of common grace (Douma, 273, 275, 454-355; see also David J.
Engelsma, Common Grace Revisited (Grandville, MI: Reformed Free Publishing
Association, 2003), 15, who is correct in his observation that common grace is not
"a main theme" in Calvin, even if he is roundly mistaken in the claim that "it is
barely mentioned"). Calvin's terminology already belies this. He speaks of gratia
generalis, specialis, peculiaris, caelestis, and communis, all indicating the same
"entity" and expressing the same "sentiment" (Douma, 273-274). Grace to him is
like a fresh flow of living water, regardless its effect, rather than the "dead"
content of a vial, analyzed and schematized in a laboratory (Douma, 329). Neither
does he conclude to a twofold, a double, grace, with a sharp distinction between,
and a clear cut juxtaposition of, common grace and special grace. The relationship
is much more fluid, much less sharply drawn. While he uses both terms, he
basically holds to one grace that differs in extent or scope (found inside as well as
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outside the Church) and effect or outcome (efficacious, leading to conversion and
non-efficacious) (Douma, 242, 275, 330). It is always actual, dynamic and
personal. At times it is overpowering (efficacious), and leads to salvation. At other
times it is overburdening (resisted), and increases the inexcusability and judgment
(316-317). All grace is like (the same) water behind a dam in a high elevation. It
either pours orderly through the dam and provides power and wealth. Or it pours
over the dam, causes it to collapse, and produces destruction. Similarly the
substance of God's grace does not change, whether it enters into an open heart or
encounters a closed heart (Douma, 319). Naturally, the effect of this grace differs.
In the elect it leads to salvation through the efficacious and regenerative operation
of the Holy Spirit. In the reprobate it leads to damnation through their own
rebellious depravity, which is ever so much more despicable and deserving of
judgment and wrath as it despises the awesome and undeserved demonstration of
grace (Douma, 306-309, esp. 310-311; 312-316, 330).
Taking all this into careful consideration, it may well be necessary to
distinguish three, if not four, elements in Calvin's exposition of grace. (1) What is
generally known as "common grace," which is embodied in general revelation,
creaturely gifts, and restraint of sin (See Thesis 1 of Douma's summary). It aims
at, and invites to, the knowledge of God, is designed to lead to repentance, renders
inexcusable, and is insufficient for salvation. (2) Old covenant grace with its call
to holiness at the center and New Covenant Gospel grace with its additional
promises of regeneration, justification and sanctification (Ezek. 36:25, 26, 27;
Heb. 8:10-12) and its summons to faith and repentance at the center. Both are
offered promiscuously, but (a) are resisted and rejected by man in his
unregeneracy by definition, which heightens his inexcusability and increases his
judgment, and (b) are not accompanied by the efficacious working of the Spirit.
(3) Old covenant grace and New Covenant Gospel grace. Both are once again
offered, and resisted by rebel man, but in the elect this resistance is broken by the
overpowering, efficacious, operation of the Spirit. (4) The efficacious, saving,
regenerative, justifying, and sanctifying, grace of the Holy Spirit that overpowers
the elect.
In this fourfold sequence (2) and (3) represent the same Gospel grace with its
twofold effect. This echoes Paul's statement that as a Gospel preacher he is the
aroma of Christ to God who in his Gospel preaching always spreads the fragrance
of Christ. The aroma is always the same, among those who are being saved and
among those who are perishing. However, the fragrance does not always have the
same effect. It can be a fragrance from death unto death or a fragrance from life to
life. The message is crystal clear. There is only one Gospel grace, but two Gospel
effects. The same encounter with this Gospel grace leaves two trails behind, one of
life and one of death (2 Cor. 2:14-16). (4), then, constitutes the awesome grace
that is operational in the "creation" (2 Cor. 5:17) of the trail of life!
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There is nothing "fluid" about the fact that in all four elements we encounter
God's gracious disposition. Neither is any "fluidity" noticeable (1) where the
Gospel was never preached or (2) where through the Gospel and the
accompanying Spirit the resistance of the unregenerate was broken. In the first
scenario the unregenerate only face "common grace." In the second scenario the
unregenerate are conquered by "special grace." However, the "fluidity" enters,
when "undifferentiated" mankind is confronted (1) with a combination of common
grace and Gospel grace, or (2) when the reprobate permanently suppress the truth
of common grace and reject the message of Gospel grace. In the first scenario
common grace and Gospel grace work in tandem in the summons to repentance
and faith. In the second scenario the reprobate reject both in tandem, common
grace unto judgment, and Gospel grace unto greater judgment. In both these
scenarios the lines between common grace and Gospel grace in Calvin may be
designated, indeed, should be designated, as more or less "fluid."
Conclusion 3. For Calvin the term grace implies the intertwinement of deed
(Rom. 1:5; 12:6; 1 Cor. 15:10; 2 Cor. 8:1; 9:14, Eph. 4:7) and disposition (Rom.
3:24; 4:4; 5:15; Eph. 2:8; 2 Tim. 1:9). Both are directed toward the elect and the
reprobate alike (Douma, 278). In fact, the manifestation of grace in deed is an
expression of God's disposition of grace. The promiscuous use of terminology in
relationship to all of mankind, such as favor and amor indicates this, even if due to
its finiteness our understanding is too limited to pinpoint the rhyme and reason of
its juxtaposition with wrath in terms of the temporary grace to the reprobate, and
the temporary wrath to the elect (Douma, 279). It ought to be underscored,
however, that God's grace in both aspects is always Christocentric in nature. It is
grace in Christ. Through him creation came into existence (John 1:2). Through
him creation is upheld (Heb. 1:3). Through him who created all things and who
holds all things together, all things are reconciled and sanitized (Col. 1:15-20).
Through him all of creation will eventually be judged (Acts 17:31). Without him
history is impossible and makes no sense (Rev. 5:2-10). This is why all of God's
grace ultimately invites and summons all of creation to "kiss the Son," if it does
not want to perish (Ps. 2:12). Only through the Son does grace arrive at its
destination of the knowledge of God, which is defined as eternal life (John 17:3).
In short, this grace is never an abstraction, whether in terms of origin, nature,
or goal, whether cosmologically, anthropologically, epistemologically, ethically,
culturally, or otherwise. It always flows forth from the living theological,
soteriological, and pneumatological center of God's redeeming activity in the
Person and Work of his Son through the Holy Spirit. All of this radiates the
knowledge of God, and all that this entails, into a depraved cosmos, a depraved
mankind in all its components, its metaphysics, its epistemology, its ethics, its
culture, its history, etc., in order to return all of it to Him! This once and for all
excludes a schematic view of common grace that stresses with more or less
exclusivity (1) creation ordinances from which to glean universal natural law and
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universal natural ethics in every area of life, especially in the societal arena, (2)
creation talents, skills, abilities, etc. that can be pursued and deployed, (3) creation
achievements that can be embraced and enjoyed, and (4) creation insights that can
be displayed and utilized, all of them independently, that is, in the abstract, apart
from God in Christ.
All this, (1) as if, in general, all of God's multi-layered grace does not seek to
produce the knowledge and praise of God, in order to heighten the inexcusability
of rebel man, and as a result add proportionately to his judgment, when he
stubbornly spurns this grace!
(2) As if, in particular, the spurning of God's multi-faceted grace (1) does not
twist creation ordinances (impossibility of universal natural law, ethics, etc.), (2)
does not mishandle talents, skills, etc., (3) does not misuse achievements, etc., 4)
does not misdirect insights, etc., by definition! Remember Douma's Summary,
Thesis 2. Through the suppression of God's truth in ungodliness and
unrighteousness all that mankind has to offer in terms of its "goodness" are
"deceptive masks," that conceal, if not constitute in their very essence, a world of
destructive iniquity! A recent writer weighs in on the same subject in the same
manner. He calls the knowledge of God to be gleaned from his Self-disclosure in
created reality, history and the human constitution "limited and imprecise ... and
so mixed with false conceptions that it is almost immediately perverted ... (as well
as) woefully inadequate to save" (Douglas Moo, The Wycliffe Exegetical
Commentary: Romans 1-8 (Chicago: Moody Press, 1991), 122).
(3) As if, even more potently, all of God's "omnipresent" grace is not
designed to lead to repentance!!!
To abstract common grace from its broad biblical setting, to sever it from its
biblical moorings, and to tear it from its biblical roots, is potentially destructive.
After all, even the light of the wicked is said to be darkness (Prov. 21:4; see
especially my Sovereignty and Responsibility, 172, for further details). To be
guided by it, to lean on it, and, at times, even to stake one's hope on it in whole or
in part, in the Church, the (:Christian) academy, or society in general, is ultimately
to be misguided, to stumble, to fall, and to self-destruct.
For one, it is to forget that God's people are resident-aliens in combat array
with the mandate to advance his Kingdom of grace unto the worship of God in the
splendor of holiness. Any kind of cultural mandate must be placed in the context
of the Grand Command to the Church of Christ to be the salt of a decomposed
earth and the light of a pitch dark world (Mt. 5:13-14; 28:19; Acts 1:8).
Worldliness may ignore the Grand Command, or separate it from the Cultural
Mandate. But godliness recognizes that outside the framework of the Grand
Command, the cultural mandate is and remains a futile undertaking at best (Eccl.
1:2ff; 12:8, 13; Rom. 8:20; see also 2 Cor. 5:9; Heb. 11:13-16; Tit. 2:11-14; 1 Pet.
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1:4ff). They are in the world. They are there by divine appointment. So they avoid
an "Anabaptistic" type of "Ghetto" mentality. But they are not of the world. They
do not let themselves be molded by it (John 17:11, 14-16; Rom. 12:2). So they
refuse to be swallowed up by a secularizing "Common Grace" mentality.
For two, it is to prefer a Solomonic type of ease and superficiality to a
Davidic type of involvement in the battles of God. Any personal conviction, any
scholarly publication, any ecclesiastical pronouncement, that unofficially or
officially construes "the favorable attitude of God" as a personal, scholarly, or
ecclesiastical dogma in the abstract that has only optimistic eyes and words for its
positive impact individually, corporately or societally, and seeks to implement or
even enforce such "dogma" in everyday life, in the university or in the Church, is
cheap, anemic, as well as subversive, and ought to stand opposed to the hilt.
Scripture never abstracts God's disposition of favor from the context of total
depravity, burning wrath, radical repentance, increasing inexcusability, and eternal
judgment. In a word, when common grace trumps the antithesis the secularization
process is inevitable, whether in heart, thought, will, emotions, morals, social
interaction, dominion taking, speaking or acting, individually, corporately,
societally, institutionally, and ecclesiastically, and once begun, will progressively
accelerate. For Christians as resident-aliens the antithesis is a sine qua non, given
with their citizenship in heaven. They do not (have to) seek it. It is there. They
face and accept it as a given (Phil. 3:20; see also John 3:3, 8; 15:19, 17:14, 16; 1
John 4:5; Eph. 4:20; 1 Pet. 4:12). Since they are at the same time resident-aliens
they will equally honor the complementary truth of being both the salt of the earth
and the light of the world (Mt. 5:13ff). This means that they go all out and labor
intensively and worldwide to preach and promote the Kingdom (Douma, 350353).
Similarly storm signals must be raised, and a warning issued, regarding the
so-called well-meant Gospel offer. Unless it is assigned a place within the global
context of Scripture, which requires a deeply felt recognition of the need for Jesus'
heart in regeneration, Jesus' righteousness in justification, and Jesus' holiness in
sanctification, and leads to a consequent heartfelt and compelling summons to
repentance and faith, inside as well as outside the Church, the adjective "wellmeant" tends to devour the "Gospel" noun. A so-called "well-meant Gospel offer"
in the abstract turns out to be just as cheap and anemic an affair, just as subversive
to the health and ministry of the Church, and, implicit in this, just as much a
barrier to Revival Status, a Maintenance ministry and a Recovery Mode, as a
favorable attitude of God in the abstract. In short, the term well-meant is
eminently useable. But when it fits snugly in the context of the proverbial "happy
hour," and as a result competes with the cutting edge of the Gospel of the
Kingdom, it becomes potentially a soul destroying liability (Douma, 324-329,
338-340).
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(c) This, thirdly, brings me to my own two general observations and three

concluding sets of remarks.
General Observation 1. Putting all this in context, compared to original
Calvinism, Neo-Calvinism (Type one), extreme hyper-Calvinism (Type two),
traditional Calvinism (Type three), moderate hyper-Calvinism (Type four) all
more or less operate from the functional primacy of the intellect, any protestations
to the contrary. Furthermore, they all fall victim to their "emotional intelligence."
They all are gripped by one or two aspects of the truth. Because the functional
primacy of the intellect is in the saddle, they miss the complementarity of truth,
and refuse "to speak with two words," arising from their regenerate heart in total
cognitive rest. As a result they all wage war in the name of the aspect(s) of the
truth to which they are committed, against another aspect of the truth. Type one
holds that it is only logical for common grace to swallow up special grace. Type
two holds that it is only logical that the double decree of predestination precludes
preaching to the reprobate. Type three holds that it is only logical to "swallow" the
paradox of common grace and special grace. Type four holds that it is only logical
for the double decree of predestination to preclude the existence of common grace,
even if preaching to the reprobate is legitimate.
General Observation 2. Because of their starting point none of these four
types exhort the others to put the complementary truth of the Word of God in their
heart (with the explicit purpose not to sin against the God of that Word; Ps.
119:11; see also Ps. 119:2, 7, 10, 32, 34, 36, 58, 80, 112, 145, 161, for additional
references to the heart). They cannot do it. The primacy of the intellect keeps the
heart out of their line of vision. They will not do it. The primacy of the intellect
keeps the complementarity of truth out of their line of vision as well. The upshot?
The primacy of the intellect always results in intellectual sparring, with all the
misery that this implies. First, it blocks a biblical Gospel apologetics that aims at
the heart as the mission control center in man from which all of the facets of life
spring forth (Prov. 4:23), and therefore must mire down in futile attempts to come
to a meeting of the "mind!" In fact, and second, it can only add to the prevailing
commotion, confusion, and deep, sinful, divisions, ecclesiastical and otherwise, if
history is any indication. Third, it tends to have a deadening effect upon a fullorbed Gospel ministry, and so to derail the triad of a biblical Revival status,
Maintenance Ministry and Recovery Mode. Frankly, original Calvinism does, and
should, serve as a wholesome antidote. It constitutes a plea to all the discussion
partners to embrace from the regenerate heart the complementary truth of
"common grace" and "Gospel grace," as it is found in John Calvin and outlined
above, and to go gloriously on record to that effect! Not to do so is to compromise
and truncate the full-orbed Gospel, and possibly to disfigure and distort it. Failure
to honor the complementarity of truth invariably comes with a high price!
Now on to my three Concluding Sets of Remarks!
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Concluding Set of Remarks 1. If all four types could close ranks, and stand
shoulder to shoulder with John Calvin, a full-orbed, incessant, ever broadening,
Gospel ministry would be the result, carried out with heartfelt joy, peace of mind,
and Revival fervor!
First, they would proclaim in all seriousness the bankrupt plight of mankind
before God and its dire need for a Savior. They would press home that all men
with their rebel hearts, their guilty records, and their offensive lives stand in need
of regeneration, justification and sanctification through the Lord Jesus, and would
be in constant prayer that the Holy Spirit would graciously convict them of their
sinfulness, open their eyes to the Savior in repentance, and empower them to
embrace him in faith.
Second, they would proclaim that God both as an overflowing fountain and
in his gracious disposition does not delight in the death of sinners (Ezek. 18:32a),
freely offers them salvation in Christ (Mt. 11:28-29; see also Is. 65:2, quoted in
Rom. 10:21!), hands them an invitation to that effect (Ezek. 18:32b), and
summons them to repentance and faith as means to this glorious end (Acts 2:38;
16:31). Were they to reject God's kind and compassionate Gospel invitation in
their rebellious ungodliness, and despise the refuge from sin that he extended to
them in his mercy, they would increase their culpability, and underscore that they
are without excuse. In short, were they to end up in eternal perdition, they only
would have themselves to blame!
Third, in case of such refusal they would uncompromisingly proclaim that
God predestines some to eternal life (Acts 13:48b; Eph. 1:4) and others to eternal
death (Rom. 9:22; 1 Pet. 2:8), but with a twofold goal in mind. First of all, the aim
of this message would be to have it dawn on stubborn sinners that the key to their
salvation is not, and never will be, in their own pocket, but is, and ever will be, in
the hands of a sovereign God. Ultimately, God, and God only, determines the
eternal destiny of man. This, in turn, would be proclaimed with the explicit design
to break their proud hearts and to prompt them to call upon the Lord for mercy as
their only hope. It is no coincidence that in the Gospel of John Jesus invariably
introduces the doctrines of grace, such as total depravity (John 3:3), unconditional
election (John 6:37), limited atonement (John 6:39; 17:2), irresistible grace (John
3:5; 6:44-45, 65), and perseverance of the saints (John 10:27-28) in apologetic
contexts in which he faces hearts of stone that need to be broken. The doctrines of
grace are not meant to be held in the abstract and stored in the refrigeration system
of the mind. No, they are the Big Berthas, the Big Gospel Guns that are at the
disposal of the Church in its evangelistic and apologetic ministry "literally" to
wipe out sinners for their own best, when they are at their worst, and the spiritual
battle is at its fiercest. They function as the dynamite to blow up hearts of stone,
when they are their rebellious stoniest, to break down their pride, when they are
their haughtiest!
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Fourth, they would proclaim that in God's double decree of predestination

election and reprobation are equally ultimate. At the same time they can and will
make two things crystal clear so that there is no possibility of misunderstanding.
First, eternal death does not flow forth from the decree of reprobation in the same
manner (non eodem modo) as eternal life flows forth from the decree of election.
Between election and eternal life there is the exercise of repentance and faith.
Between reprobation and eternal death there is the exercise of rebellion and
unwillingness. The fact that repentance and faith are gifts of God underscores that
man ever has only God to thank for eternal life. Similarly, the fact that rebellion
and unwillingness are the voluntary choice of man, underscores that man has ever
only himself to blame for eternal death. But second, and possibly even more
important, although election and reprobation, heaven and hell, are designed to
glorify God (See Prov. 16:4, with the understanding that the truth of its content
simultaneously constitutes a call to repentance to the ungodly in the light of the
coming judgment (Douma, 342); see also Topical Focus #8: The Problem of
Evil), God's heartbeat centers in election, and not in reprobation, in heaven, and
not in hell. There is no symmetry between the two sides at this point. Election and
heaven have it over reprobation and hell. Reprobation and hell, as has been argued
already, are the dark backdrop, the shadow side, against which the glorious light of
election and heaven shine ever so much more brightly (Rom. 9:22-23) (See also
Douma, 276, 282, 299; and (even) H. Hoeksema, De Plaats der Verwerping in de
Verkondiging des Evangelies, 13, 14, 17, 23, as quoted in Douma, 301). God ever
was, ever is, and ever will be, a compassionate God who does not delight in the
death of sinners! But only the regenerate heart can, does, and should (!), embrace
the complementarity of truth that comes to expression in all this as the
incontrovertible self-disclosure of our infinite and glorious God (For a
magnificent, penetrating and sensitive, survey of the biblical data in the area of
predestination, of both election and reprobation, and the relationship they sustain
to each other, Bavinck, II, 355-369; Eng. Tr., II, 393-405. He perceptively honors
the complementarity of truth)!
Fifth, in this fourfold context they would proclaim in the Church, the
academy, as well as life in general, not as much that "all truth is God's truth,"
thereby virtually inviting worldly wisdom, with its admittedly awesome prowess
in terms of skills, achievements, and insights, to take the lead, set the tone, and
become the benchmark. In this scenario the Church, the academy, and life in
general, is bound and determined gregariously to absorb this wisdom in its
activities, and to measure its progress! Forgetting that worldly wisdom consists of
"deceptive masks" the Church, instead of being the head, rapidly turns into the tail
with its accompanying loss of prophetic voice (Deut. 28:13). Rather the Church
would, and should, proclaim in all seriousness that "God's truth is always truth,"
again inclusive of abilities, craftsmanship, skills, achievements, and insights,
whether they are gratefully acknowledged and received as gifts of his goodness in
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heartfelt faith, or embezzled and misused as "stolen goods" from an abused Giver
in rebellious unbelief (See for a further detailed discussion of the concept of
common grace, my Commentary on James 3:15). In this scenario it will not be
gullibly duped in embracing Satan's lie under the guise of seeming truth as God's
truth, which has occurred routinely in the intellectual history of the Church to its
great detriment. In stead, it will start out by carefully determining God's truth, and
only in its wake acknowledge whenever and wherever it emerges outside its pale.
In short, all proposed truths will be subject to careful inspection. From this
perspective the Church functions as the head and not the tail. It, and it alone, does,
and should, take the lead, set the tone, and formulate the benchmark. All this has
at least three implications.
(1) Since the earth is the Lord's in all its fullness, including any and all truth
(Ps. 24:1), it may always be enjoyed and utilized with thanksgiving, as long as it is
sanctified by the Word and prayer (1 Tim. 4:4-5). This, once again, is inclusive of
any and all truth, whether this is found in the legitimate custody of believers or in
the illegitimate possession of unbelievers.
(2) At the same time it will be careful not glibly and uncritically to earmark
as God's truth what painstaking analysis will prove to be Satan's falsehood,
whether in the thinking, words, or actions, of believers or unbelievers. The
Church, the academy, as well as life in general, ever are, and ever must be, on
guard duty against Satan's destructive ploys, sin's shrewd deceitfulness, the
sinner's uncanny suppression of the truth, and the believer's unsuspecting
gullibility.
(3) Still the Church, the academy, and life in general, do not, and will not,
stop there. With a prophetic voice they can and will proclaim (a) with all gravity
that "no thief (inclusive of anyone who embezzles God's 'common graces,' and
uses them to build his or her own empire) will enter into the Kingdom of God" (1
Cor. 6:10), and (b) in all compassion that they, reflecting the heart of God, do not
delight in the death of sinners. For this double reason they (i) invite them to flee to
Jesus and (ii) couple this with a summons to repentance and faith. Taking delight,
assuming guard duty, raising storm signals, offering open arms, urging action, and
all this in a tapestry of simultaneity, has the complementarity of truth written all
over it. It calls for gratitude to God for his truth wherever it is found and at the
same time for a summons to repentance to anyone in possession of "stolen
property." When the brain claims rebellious ultimacy or espouses methodological
primacy, it cannot stomach this multi-faceted approach, and will either distance
itself from it, or spit it out, in part or in whole. But the regenerate heart that makes
every thought captive to obey Christ will joyfully and worshipfully embrace it.
This fivefold proclamation pulsates with Holy Spirit life, and is a necessary,
although not a sufficient, condition for the emergence, presence and continuation
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of a Revival Status, a Maintenance Ministry, and a Recovery Mode. The latter
requires the presence of all eight marks of a Revival culture (See Topical Focus
#1: Biblical Revival).
Concluding Set of Remarks 2. It must be admitted that the proclamation of
the full-orbed, discriminating, applicatory, Biblical truth of the Gospel of the
Kingdom throughout the centuries has all too frequently, in whole or in part, met
with various types of protests that range from howls to growls to qualms to
question marks both inside and outside the Church. But all of these have one of
two common denominators. They either originate in rebel hearts. In that case they
better listen to Paul who summons them to renounce their rebellion in
uncompromising, unapologetic, healing (sic!), hardball, repentance terminology
(Rom. 9:19-20; see for a further explanation of this terminology Topical Focus
#8: The Problem of Evil). Or they originate in an errant understanding of the
nature, scope and function of the intellect, combined with an equally errant use of
it. In the latter scenario the (regenerate) heart is pliable, and may need no more
than the turning on of the biblical light in order for it to make its thinking captive
to obey Christ in full (2 Cor. 10:5).
At any rate, one thing should be clear. Since all issues are ultimately matters
of the heart, a truly Biblical Apologetics is not, cannot, and may not, be satisfied
with a pre-evangelistic or non-evangelistic methodology that focuses upon the
agreement of the mind, rather than upon the submission of the heart. This calls for
an evangelistic Apologetics, a Gospel Apologetics. No other apologetic method
will do. After all, as I argue in greater detail in Topical Focus #8: The Problem
of Evil, the Holy Spirit uses the Gospel, and only the Gospel, to break the heart,
and transplant it with new heart, with Jesus' heart, which, not so incidentally, is
the perfect residence, in fact, the only residence, to accommodate complementary
truths!
The long and the short of the complementarity of truth in the context of the
present discussion is this. According to Holy Scripture, there are ways in which
God can (1) be, (2) feel, (3) act, and (4) speak that we as humans cannot. (1) God
is simultaneously Three and One. We cannot duplicate this. (2) God can
simultaneously love humans from eternity and declare them objects of his wrath.
He can open up his arms and issue a "Come, and Welcome" to all hearers of the
Gospel and at the same time differentiate between the elect and the reprobate
among them. We cannot copy either one of these scenarios. (3) God can
simultaneously be sovereign in the total sense of the word and insist fully on our
unencumbered responsibility. We cannot replicate this. (4) God can
simultaneously swear an oath that the Christ will come forth from the tribe of
Judah, and tell Moses to move over, because he is going destroy Israel, and turn
him, a Levite, into a new nation. We cannot reproduce this. The bottom line is
simple and profound. Not to embrace complementarity with the heart is to bog
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down in the functional primacy, if not the principial ultimacy, of the mind.
Because this truncates, if not warps, the way God is, feels, acts, and speaks, this
cannot but put the brakes on the advance of the Kingdom, if not put it in reverse.
Let no one wave this off as overly alarmist. Theology is like a chain that is used to
lift a container loaded with freight. If even one link is missing, the container is
bound to come crashing down. It may even kill the operator. The culpable lulls
between revivals in Church history, that have the pall of death all over them and
are too many and too pronounced to miss, overlook, or callously dismiss, testify to
this as a real and present danger. To warn against this danger, to unlock the brakes,
and instead to see the advance of the Kingdom accelerate, is, in the final analysis,
the practical purpose of this Topical Focus in general, and of the analysis of
"common grace" in particular!
Concluding Set of Remarks 3. To drive the point of the section on "common
grace" home, Scripture portrays and displays a big God, in fact, an infinite God.
When the human intellect usurps either rebellious ultimacy or methodological
primacy, this big, infinite, God of Scripture will by definition be "cut down to
finite, human, size." This is to a greater or lesser degree done by the NeoCalvinist, the extreme Hyper-Calvinist, the Traditional Calvinist, as well as the
moderate Hyper-Calvinist views. God cannot be, whom he biblically is, feel, how
he biblically feels, speak, as he biblically speaks, and act how he biblically acts.
This is, and should be, abhorrent on anyone's count. That is why this Topical
Focus is basically a summons to self-examination. Depending upon each person's
scenario, this may lead to repentance and denunciation of the rebellious ultimacy,
or to the illumination and repudiation of the methodological primacy of the
intellect. Regardless, it must lead either to worship or to self-destruction to one
degree or another! God simply will not give his glory to anyone else (Is. 42:8).
The upshot is that Neo-Calvinism, extreme hyper-Calvinism, traditional Calvinism
and moderate hyper-Calvinism from the perspective of both Scripture and Calvin
operate to a greater or lesser degree with a concept of God that is too narrow and
too small, if not present a God who is too narrow and too small. From their
perspective, to repeat it once more emphatically, he cannot be across the board
what he is across the board, namely gloriously complementary in his being,
disposition, speaking and acting. That is, he cannot be Himself, as revealed in
Scripture. This is "sinking sand," to say the least, both in its (offensive?)
theological substance and its (necessarily deleterious?) practical implications!
It is hardly surprising that none of these four types ever produced burning
Revival fires with its eight components, ever pursued an energized Maintenance
Ministry to retain these fires, or ever entered into a Recovery Mode to regain
them. In all this they are poles apart from the original Calvinism that both in its
early European setting and in its later Missionary endeavor (William Carey) was
pulsating and electrifying. As such, this Calvinism, if not literally, at least
figuratively, "conquered Kingdoms, administered justice, obtained what was
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promised, shut the mouths of lions, quenched raging fires, escaped the edge of the
sword, gained strength in weakness, became mighty in battle, put foreign armies to
flight," or conversely, "were tortured, not accepting release, experienced mocking
and flogging, and even chains and imprisonment, were stoned, sawed apart,
murdered with the sword, went about in sheepskins and goatskins, were destitute,
afflicted, ill-treated, wandered in deserts and mountains and caves and dens in the
earth" (Heb. 11:33-38). Frankly, this is what the heartbeat of the present Topical
Focus is all about, focusing the attention upon pulsating Biblical Truth that makes
a decisive difference in the history of the Kingdom of God and, if needs be,
empowers its practitioners to pay the (extreme) price (See also Topical Focus #1:
Biblical Revival)! If the four types ever were to embrace this, based upon a
surrender to the complementarity of truth, it would unify them doctrinally, heal the
ecclesiastical fissures, and make them stand shoulder to shoulder in the
implementation of the Grand Command of making disciples of all nations in the
name of the Triune God unto the observance of everything that he commands (Mt.
28:19). This would go a long way toward the Grand Goal of having "the
recognition of the Lord's sovereign majesty fill the earth just as the waters fill up
the sea" (flab. 2:14; translation NET Bible). Incidentally, if any one of the four
types under discussion can convince me of error in my analysis, assessment, or
recommendations, I will be more than glad to stand corrected. However, any
justified criticism of what I have called original Calvinism must be accompanied
by evidences of Revival abundance for it to be truly meaningful, if not ultimately
credible. Even a theologically sound position, however commendable, has little or
no value, unless it is embedded in a Revival Culture with mighty prayer, mighty
preaching, mighty conversions, mighty holiness, mighty compassion, mighty
grassroots evangelism, mighty leadership in mighty combat, is characterized by an
ongoing Maintenance ministry to retain such culture, and is prepared to embrace a
Recovery mode, whenever such is needed to regain an abundance culture. In short,
one can be utterly correct theologically, that is, have a reputation of life, but still,
knowingly or unknowingly, be a part of, and responsible for, a dying culture, and
in the process display the pall of death.
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